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ABSTRACT
A steady-state simulation of the HYGAS pilot plant operat-
ing with the steam-oxygen gasifier was done using the PLEXSYS II
prototype simulation system. This simulation was one of three
coal conversion processes being simulated with PLEXSYS II in
order to gain experience useful in the design of the ASPEN,
an advanced process engineering simulation system.
Models of the major process units were prepared in PLEXSYS,
using the Plex Data Management System (PDMS) to manipulate the
data, and the Physical Property System (PPS) to estimate property
values for solids, liquids, gases, and their mixtures.
Sections of the HYGAS process were simulated individually,
and the sections were also combined in a simulation of the whole
plant.
Sensitivity studies of the effects of varying split frac-
tions in the methanation section were carried out.
The PLEXSYS II system proved highly flexible and quite
capable in handling the process simulation. The features of
the plex data structure with name-driven data accessing were
used in preparing both purely plex-based unit model routines
and interface routines to use already existing array-using
FORTRAN programs with data from the process plex.
Thesis Supervisor: Lawrence B. Evans
Professor of Chemical Engineering
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The purpose of this study was to employ the prototype
process simulation system PLEXSYS II in a steady-state
simulation of the HYGAS coal gasification process. The HYGAS
process is one of three coal conversion processes (the other
two are the Exxon Donor Solvent Liquification process, and
the CO 2 Acceptor Gasification process) being simulated with
PLEXSYS II in order to gain experience in the design of a
full-scale advanced system for process simulation in the ASPEN
project.
A preliminary system, PLEXSYS I, was used in 1975 and 1976
in simulating a CSTR-flash with recycle process and a MgSO4
7H20 crystallization process. It was found that the flash
program needed only 20% more execution time than a fixed-array
program (on a Data General Nova 840 computer), and that the
plex data structure provided the needed flexibility to handle
the five different streams in the crystallization process
(Joseph, et.al., 1976).
In the fall of 1976 the data management routines which
form the core of PLEXSYS II were completed and the implementa-
tion of a physical property system began. At that time this
work was initiated to develop process unit models to be used
in simulating the HYGAS process. The models included stream
addition and splitter units, pumps, compressors, heat exchangers,
heaters, separation units, and reactors. Control units and
stream convergence units were also prepared.
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The system thus developed was used to compute the steady-
state stream compositions and conditions of a process flow-
sheet based on published pilot plant results for the HYGAS pro-
cess. Equipment sizes for some units were also computed.
The computations were done using the MIT Information





2. THE HYGAS PROCESS
The HYGAS process has been under development by the Insti-
tute of Gas Technology (IGT) since 1945. Since 1964 it has
been sponsored by the American Gas Association, Inc., and the
Office of Coal Research of the U.S. Department of the Interior.
The process is now in the pilot plant stage. The pilot plant,
with a capacity of some 80 tons per day, has been in use since
the early 1970's.
Three alternatives for char gasification have been under
consideration for HYGAS: steam-oxygen gasification, electro-
thermal gasification, and the steam-iron process. The electro-
thermal variation, the first of the alternatives to receive
pilot-plant development, was found to be economically infeasible;
by June, 1974 the pilot plant was converted to the steam-oxygen
alternative. In June, 1975 self-sustained operation was achieved,
and the data used in this simulation study was recorded. The
pilot plant equipment for the steam iron process variation was
still under construction in January 1977.
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2.1 HYGAS PROCESS WITH STEAM-OXYGEN GASIFICATION
Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of the entire process.
For agglomerating coals, oxidative pretreatment is required
after grinding to a -10 mesh size range. For non-agglomerat-
ing coals, such as lignite, in particular, no pretreatment
is required. The coal is slurried with a light oil (toluene
in the pilot plant) to a solids content of roughly one-third.
The slurry is pumped to the operating pressure of the hydro-
gasifier, some 70 atmospheres.
The gasifier reactor tower is shown in Figure 2. The
slurry enters the top fluidized bed, where the oil vaporizes
and exits with the reactor gases to be recovered and recycled.
At approximately 600*F the dried coal flows by gravity through
a dipleg to reach a lift pipe to be heated and devolatilized
by hot gases (desirably about 1700*F). Also in this section,
called the Low-Temperature Reactor (LTR) hydrogen in the gas
reacts with coal to form methane.
From a solids disengaging section the coal enters the
second stage hydrogasification section, known as the High-
Temperature Reactor (HTR). In the HTR, a dense-phase fluid-
ized bed to be operated at 1700-1800*F, the principal reactions
are as following:
C + 2H2 H (l)
C + H 2 0 CO + H 2 (2)












Figure 1. THE HYGAS PROCESS SHOWN WITH A

















Figure 2. HYGAS GASIFIER WITH STEAM-OXYGEN GASIFICATION
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The coal char finally reaches the bottom bed, the Steam-
Oxygen Gasifier (SOG) which should operate near 1900*F. The
above reactions occur, in addition to the combustion of char
by the oxygen feed. A hydrogen-rich gas is produced, and the
remaining char and ash is discarded.
The gas exiting the gasifier is water-quenched to remove
the toluene, other oils, and coal fines. Next an amine acid-
gas absorption step is used to remove carbon dioxide and
hydrogen sulfide. A water-gas-shift could be included
to adjust the hydrogen-to-carbon monoxide ratio, but was found
to be unnecessary in the pilot plant. The carbon monoxide
is methanated to produce the pipeline-quality final product
gas.
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2.2 PILOT PLANT DATA
For this simulation study it was decided that a study
of pilot plant results would be made. The particular pilot
plant run chose was Gasification Test 37, in which continu-
ous operation of the entire plant was achieved for 362 hours
beginning on June 23, 1975. During this test some 757 tons
of dried lignite was fed to the gasifier, for an average
feed rate of about 2 tons per hour. The feed rate was
limited to 3 tons per hour by the capacity of the slurry
pumps used. Results have been published for five recording
periods during the run.
The third recording period of Test 37, from 8:00 p.m.
to 11:59 p.m. on June 29, 1975, was selected for the most
detailed examination. This period had the highest coal
feed rate of the five (2.59 tons per hour). The information
available is summarized in Figure 3. Material balances for
this recording period are in Table 1.
Some of the difficulty in matching this data is pointed
up by the gasifier atom balance, Table la. While the carbon
balance is only 3% in error overall, the absolute error, a
loss of 28.8 lb-atoms carbon per hour, is quite significant,
when compared with the 131 lb-atoms per hour exiting the reactor
as product gas. The composition of the toluene tank vent gases,
containing 14.8 lb-atoms carbon per hour, is not known. A sub-
stantial increase in the toluene occurs -- some 15.4 lb-atoms
of carbon hourly. Again this is a small relative number but
a significant absolute variation.
















































Figure 3A. HYGAS REACTOR
DATA FOR TEST 37 FROM

















































9.35 13.91 14 0
126 82 45
Figure 3B. GAS PURIFICATION DATA FOR TEST 37 FROM

















































































mol/hr 43 38 52 167 39 211 77 270
Figure 3C. METHANATION DATA FOR TEST 37 FROM




































































































































































Only a portion of the gasifier product gas is sent to the
acid gas cleanup and methanation sections of the pilot plant,
evidently due to limited capacity in the acid gas removal
section.
Figure 4 summarizes the methane yield for the recording
period, converting to a basic of all the gasifier products
being used. The ratio of the lb-moles of methane formed to
the moles of carbon fed is only 0.24; the ratio of moles of
methane formed to the moles of carbon reacted in the gasifier
is 0.32. These low figures seem to be a consequence of the
lower-than-desired operating temperatures in the HTR and SOG.
It should be noted that the gasifier outlet gas stream
analysis is reported not for the stream at the immediate out-
let of the gasifier, but at a point following the water quench.
Materials dissolved in the quench water or toluene are lost
to the analysis.
Regarding the data for the acid gas removal section,
several gas stream analyses are reported. The CO 2 and H2S
loadings of the DGA solutions are not reported.
For the methanation section data, as well as for all other
gas stream analyses, the compositions are reported on a dry
basis. The carbon balance is some 4% high for the methanation
section. The heating value of the product gas is limited by
the substantial amount of nitrogen which entered the gas stream
in the gasification section from purge streams. Due to this
nitrogen, partly, and also due to the limitation of gas feed,
the packed bed catalytic reactors are not used to the full extent.
27
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The block diagram for the simulation is shown in Figure 5.
The drying and grinding of the lignite are not considered;
the simulation begins with the mixing of dry, ground lignite
with the recycle oil. The blocks GUl - GU5 constitute the
gasifier model. Blocks QUl and QU2 remove and separate the
water and toluene, while AUl removes CO2 and G 2S. Blocks MUl
through MUll make up the methanation section. The simulation
involves two recycle loops. The bounded Wegstein method is used
to achieve convergence. In Figure 6 is the order of calculation.
ASI to
H
Figure 5. BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR SIMULATION OF HYGAS PILOT PLANT
C-116513
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Two models of the gasification section were used: an
extent and equilibrium model, and a kinetic model. The
kinetic model is described in Appendix 2.
Blocks GUl through GU5 make up the extent and equilibrium
model, used in conjunction with the integrated plant simula-
tion. Blocks GU3 through GU5 are straighforward. GU3 is an
adiabatic drier model in which toluene and moisture in the
coal slurry are vaporized, exiting with the outlet vapor. No
chemical reaction occurs in the slurry drier. The outlet vapor
and outlet solid streams are at the same temperature. Block
GU4 simulates the loss of coal fines as dust blown out the top
of the slurry drier. In the pilot plant this dust is collected
in the quench operation and is eventually discarded.
The actual gasification model is in blocks GUl and GU2.
The STEMOX routine of GUl models the steam-oxygen gasifier
chamber, while the LHTR routine used for GU2 is a lumped model
of the HTR and LTR.
The STEMOX block is shown in Figure 7. The reactions
assumed are:
02 + 2C = 2CO (4)
C + H 20 = CO + H2 (5)












Figure 7. STEMOX BLOCK FOR STEAM-OXYGEN GASIFIER
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In this block the inlet steam and oxygen streams, the
outlet solid stream, and the reactor temperature and pressure
are specified. The outlet vapor stream and the inlet solid
stream are calculated. The inlet solid stream is assumed to
have the temperature of the HTR; the two outlet streams have
the reactor temperature.
Reaction (4) consumes all the oxygen fed. Reaction 6 pro-
ceeds to equilibrium at the specified reactor temperature. The
extent of Reaction (5) is calculated to meet an enthalpy bal-
ance, with the reactor operating adiabatically. The extent is
calculated iteratively by Newton's method with an analytic derivative.
The LHTR model, which models both hydrogasification and
devolatilization, is shown in Figure 8. The reactions assumed
are as follows:
H (S) = 1/2H2 (g) (7)
N (l) = / 2N 2 (G) (8)
S )+ H2(g) = H2S(g) (9)
0 (S) + C = CO (10)
S) + H2(g) = 2(g) (11)
C + 2H2(g = CH4 (12)
2C + 3H2() = C2H6() (13)
CO(g)+ H20 (g) C2(g) +H2(g) (14)
Reactions 10, 11, and 12 must account for all the carbon
gasified in this reactor.
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Reactions (7) to (11) are devolatilization reactions,
with the extent specified by virtue of the solid streams
being specified. The distribution of oxygen in the coal
going to reactions (10) and (11) requires a parameter to be
specified. The distribution parameter could be estimated as
a function of reactor temperature with a curvefit of a plot
of Johnson (1975) but was simply entered as a unit parameter.
Likewise, experimental data on the distribution of carbon
going to methane and ethane during devolatilization are avail-
able in the literature (Johnson, 1975) but for the final ver-
sion of this model the formation of ethane (reaction 13) was
not considered to occur. This is justified by the quite
small ethane content of the pilot plant gasifier outlet stream.
For Reaction (14), the water-gas shift reaction, a temperature
approach factor was specified so that an equilibrium calcula-
tion was done for a false temperature equal to the reactor
temperature plus the approach factor. The LHTR reactor temper-

















known f rom STEMOX
calculation
Figure 8. LHTR MODEL FOR LUMPED LOW- AND
HIGH-TEMPERATURE REACTORS
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3.2 QUENCH AND ACID GAS SECTIONS
For simulation, a simple component separation block was
used for each of the units QUl, QU2, and AUl. With this block,
specified fractions of specified components are separated from
the inlet stream. QUl removes all water and toluene from the
inlet vapor stream, after which QU2 separates the water and
toluene. The outlet temperatures and pressures of these units
are specified as parameters, but could have been adjusted
with a CNTL block to achieve a heat balance. For the Gasifica-
tion model used, the toluene outlet of QU2 is known to be the
same as that used as an inlet for PUl, so no recycle calcula-
tion is required.
Block AUl removes CO2 and H 2S from the quenched gas stream.
Again the outlet temperature and pressure were specified.
39
3.3 METHANATION SECTION
The unit operation blocks are described in detail in
Appendix 4, but some major points are discussed here. Stream
MSl50b is the only tear stream. The need for a tear stream
in the MU3-MU4-MU5-MU6 loop is avoided by specifying the temp-
perature of stream MS70. In the calculation sequence (see
Figure 6) the calculation block following MU2 is the HEXCH3
routine, which is a heat-requirement block that produces MS70
from MS60. After MU6, the HEXCH4 routine is used to calculate
the streams MS120 from the three known streams MS60, MS70,
and MS110. For the MU3 unit, then, there is one unit bead and
two calculation beads -- one for the HEXCH3 routine and one
for HEXCH4.
The REACTl routine is an adiabatic fractional conversion
block that is used in this case with the reactions
CO + 3H = CH + H 20 (15)
C2H6 + H = 2CH4 (16)
The fractional conversion was set at 100% for each of these
reactions. Reaction (16) is somewhat questionable in that
there is a considerable body of opinion which is skeptical
that it would occur to any appreciable extent. However, the
pilot plant results show no C H whatsoever in the reactor2 6
outlet gases, so the reaction is included in the simulation
study.
Block MUl0 is a mathematical block to achieve convergence







The results of two types of studies are presented in
this section. First is the result of a simulation of the
entire pilot plant, using the extent/equilibrium gasification
model. This is used primarily to demonstrate the gasification
model; additionally some details of the computation effort
are reported to give a view of the workings of the PLEXSYS
system. Next a series of sensitivity studies of the split
fraction for the methanation section alone are reported. One
of the primary problems in operating the methanation reactors
is the requirement to limit the temperature reached in the
catalytic reactor beds so as not to damage the catalyst. The
temperatures of the reactors are controlled by adjusting the
split fractions (thus the recycle ratios).
In another section of this work results of studies of
the gasification section using a kinetic model are presented
(Appendix.2). The results of estimating the sizes of some of
the equipment are presented in Appendix 1.
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4.1 SIMULATION OF THE ENTIRE PILOT PLANT
The results of a run of the entire pilot plant simulation,
using the extent/equilibrium gasifier model, are presented in
Table 3. These results are for the case of pilot plant run 37,
June 29, 1965, 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. The operating para-
meters of the gasifier section are summarized in Figure 9,
and the relevant pilot plant reported stream flows to compare























Streams for Simulation of Entire Pilot Plant
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4.2 SIMULATION OF THE METHANATION SECTION
Table 4 presents a comparison of the stream temperatures
and total flowrates for the methanation section alone. For
the results given the input to the section was the reported
stream (Figure 3C) and the split fraction used were computed
from the reported stream flows. The component flowrates are
reported in Table 5.
In Table 6 is a summary of the sensitivity studies with
the split fractions. Variation of each of the three split
fractions around the base case from the data are made. The
effects of the variations on the temperatures of the streams
leaving the first reactor and entering and leaving the second
reactor, and on the molar flowrate of the stream entering the
first reactor are given. The inlet temperature for the first
reactor was fixed at 545*F. These results are presented in
graphical form in Figures 10, 11, and 12.
A comparison of the results of the "base case" run above
with the results of a simulation of the same pilot plant run
using FLOWTRAN (Gallier, 1977) are presented in Table 7.
Table 4.
Comparison of Base Case Simulation with Pilot Plant Values.
STREAM TEMPERATURE TOTAL FLOWRATE
Pilot Plant PLEXSYS % Difference Pilot Plant PLEXSYS % Difference
FEED 90 90.0 81 81 0
1 90 90.0 43 42.9 -0.3
2 90 90.0 38 38.1 0.3
4 119 125.3 5.3 167 153.0 -8.4
5 119 125.3 5.3 39 35.9 -7.9
7 545 545.0 211 195.9 -7.2
9 779 808.8 3.8 184.0
10 587 643.6 9.6 270 258.0 -4.4
11 758 815.4 7.6 247.4







































PLEXSYS SIMULATION - REACTING ETHANE
STREAM CO CH 4
0 FEED 11.3 21.1 3
7 Rl INLET 6.0 124.0 3
9 Ri EXIT 0.0 131.3 1
10 R2 INLET 5.3 167.7 3
11 R2 EXIT 0.0 174.1 2







































Table 6. Effects of Varying the Miethanation Section









































































































44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60
MUl Split fraction 1
MUll f =0.81
MU8 f =0.20
Figure 10. SENSITIVITY OF REACTOR SECTION
TO METHANATION FEED SPLIT
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MUll Split fraction 1
MUl f. = 0.53
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MU8 f 1= 0.20




Comparison of PLEXSYS Simulation Results







































































































Table 9. PDMS Usage: Calls to Routines in Different Program Sections
PDMS TOTAL CALLS IN BUILD CALLS IN SIMULATION 
& OUTPUT
ROUTINE CALLS (All by position) (By Position) (By Name) (Total)
IVAL 189,326 151,219 21,619 16,488 38,107
IVALl 156,549 153,623 2,926 0 2,926
IVAL2 153,926 148,760 5,166 0 5,166
ISTR 7,763 7,408 274 81 355
ISTRl 6,802 6,802 0 0 0
ISTR2 6,650 6,636 14 0 14
RVAL 38,086 219 35,093 2,774 37,867
RSTR 4,058 790 2,253 1,015 3,268







5.1 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF THE HYGAS SIMULATION
The extent model gasifier blocks have matched the pilot
plants reported outlet gas flow and composition. To do this,
however, required that the carbon consumption in the gasifier
be substantially less than that reported. In the simulation
run reported here, the intention was to match the product gas.
If, on the other hand, an attempt were made to match the carbon
conversion, the computed product gas flows would have been
substantially greater.
The computed temperature for adiabatic operation of the
LMTR (the lumped low- and high- temperature reactions), was
quite high: 1506*F, whereas the reported HTR temperature was
1320*F and the LTR was 625*F. This is a serious discrepancy,
as it would appear that the computed temperature should lie
between the LTR and HTR temperatures. Three possible explana-
tions are first, that the coal enthalpy estimation methods may
be in error; second, that the trouble may be in restriction
of carbon conversion in the simulation; or third, the set of
reactions used in the LHTR model may be inappropriate.
The slurry drier temperature, calculated to be 628*F com-
pared to the reported 549*F is undoubtedly due to the high
temperature of the entering vapors.
The CSPLIT routine did properly remove the water and toluene
from the gasifier outlet, but is perhaps a poor substitute for
a three-phase flash routine, which is not yet available in
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the PLEXSYS system. FLOWTRAN results have indicated a sub-
stantial solulility of CO 2 and CH4 in the toluene (Gallier, 1977).
The pilot plant data (Table 1B) show that the gas lost with
the toluene flow amounts to roughly 10% of the gas leaving the
quench sections. This gas would need to be somehow recovered
in any commercial system in which a light oil was used as the
slurry medium.
For simulations, the CSPLIT block is entirely sufficient
for modelling the acid gas removal section, which has the
simple purpose of removing CO 2 and sulfur-containing compounds.
In fact, there is some loss of product gas into the absorbent
fluid, but a quite sophisticated absorber model would be needed
to properly account for this.
The model for the methanation section of the pilot plant
has proved to be effective and also quite hardy. The model's
results compare well with those of a FLOWTRAN model (Gallier, 1977).
The recycle calculations are not a source of any difficulty;
for good guesses of the single tear stream, convergence was
achieved in three iterations. For several "bad" guesses tried
(doubling the total flowrate or assuming 100% methane) four
iterations were needed.
With the split fractions calculated from the reported
stream flowrates, the maximum deviation from the pilot plant
values was less than 10%. The pilot plant material balance
closure for this period was 5%.
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Any errors in the split fractions have large effects on
the flowrates and reaction temperatures.
The effects of variations in the split fractions are much
as might be expected. Increasing the fraction of the feed
sent to the first reactor increases the amount of CO to be
reacted, and increases the outlet temperature. Increasing
the product split fraction (MU8) decreases the recycle ratio
and thus the amount of inert bulk available in the recycle
stream, so the reactor temperatures increase. When splitter
MUll in adjusted to send more recycle to the first reactor




The CPU time used for executing the simulation of the
entire plant was 20.64 seconds, of which only 4.48 seconds
was spent in the simulation calculations. The bulk of the
time was used in reading the input data, interpreting it, and
setting up the plex structure for the process. This is not
a cause for concern, however, since the present input program
(BUILD) are of a highly general, system-development type,
intended to provide flexibility in data structuring.
The PDMS usage table also reflects the large amount of
data manipulation involved in the input phase of the run.
The interesting figures are the data access calls in the
simulation phase of the run. The total numbers of calls to
RVAL and IVAL are similar, whereas almost six times as many
name-driven calls are made to IVAL as to RVAL. Name-driven
calls constitute 43% of the IVAL calls and only 7% of the RVAL
calls. The name-driven IVAL calls are done partly to retrieve
integer-valued data items and partly to retrieve pointers
or character strings.
According to the number of calls to FREE, almost 5000
beads were made during the run. The number of input phase
FREE's minus the input phase BRET's (not shown) is 3209, which
is the number of beads in the process plex (including beads
used to store character strings). In the simulation phase 200
beads were used for temporary storage.
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The amount of core used was 346 K.
The entire process plex was contained in 11,000 words





6.1 CONCLUSIONS - HYGAS PROCESS
The extent/equilibrium gasifier model has been used to
match the reported gasifier product gas flows, but the outlet
char flow is not matched, and the temperature calculated for
the LTR-HTR combination is suspect. The simulation of the
entire pilot plant from the slurry mixer through the methana-
tion steps has been accomplished, and additionally, the various
sections of the pilot plant have been simulated individually.
The model of the methanation section was particularly
convenient for investigating the effects of feed and recycle
distributions. While no attempt has been made to control
the split fractions automatically, this could be readily done.
A kinetic gasification reactor model based on the IGT
model has been implemented. This model has compared favorably
with the results of a reactor design based on the IGT design
charts, and has also been used on the pilot plant data. The
lack of information on the relative reactivity factor for the
char, and on the reactor bed volumes for the HTR and SOG
prevented the model from being used with precision. An LTR
model similar to the LHTR model in the extent/equilibrium
gasifier was used, with similar difficulties with the enthalpy
balance being encountered.
The results of the methanation reactor sizing runs indi-
cate that complete conversion of CO to methane should occur
within the first 10% of the reactor length, whereas the thermo-
couple measurements in the pilot plant show that 67% of the
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length is used. Possible explanations for this discrepancy
are that there may be channeling in the reactor, and that the
catalyst may be somewhat inactivated. The calculated length
for the second reactor agrees well with the pilot plant data.
The temperature of the first reactor is higher than the second,
which would make catalyst inactivation more probable in the
first.
The acid gas removal section sizing routines, while not
directly applicable to the pilot plant, seem to show that




The PLEXSYS II system has proven to be effective in
handling the data structuring problems encountered in the
simulation of a coal gasification process. The data structur-
ing flexibility made the writing of quite general process unit
models a simple task. Furthermore, the system allows easy
handling of sets of data; for example, the only arguments to
a general stream condition reporting routine were the pointer
to a list of stream beads and the number of the logical output
device.
The system has been used successfully in writing programs
for process unit models which totally avoid using dimensioned
arrays as well as in writing programs which serve as inter-
faces between the plex data base and previously-developed
standard FORTRAN array-using programs.
The name-driven data access capability is a great conven-
ience both in its intended purpose of aiding in the retrival
and storage of data items, and also in providing built-in
documentation of data. The number of uses of name-driven data
management routines is small in comparison with the number of
position-driven accesses. Attention to the standardization
of directories so that many beads may use the same directory
reduces the storage overhead of storing the names.
The Physical Property System was convenient to use in the
default mode of route specification. The specification of non-
default routes was somewhat tedious.
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The amount of core used in PLEXSYS run was substantial,
but is probably a reflection of the intentional generality
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Al.1 METHANATION REACTOR SIZING ROUTINE
To estimate the sizes of the packed-bed catalyst reactors
for the methanation reaction, a stand-alone FORTRAN routine
was prepared (Kreloff, 1977) and interfaced with the PLEXSYS
system with an intermediary routine. The intermediary routine
extracts from the process plex the descriptions of the streams
calculated by the simulation programs together with a list of
parameters from a computation bead, calls the FORTRAN routine,
and reports the results. The diameter and the type of packing
are given as parameters. From the simulated streams the desired
carbon monoxide conversion fraction is obtained, and the legnth
of catalyst bed required for this conversion is reported. If
complete conversion is found to be requested, the length to
achieve equilibrium is calculated.
The sizing routine used a convection model for the packed
bed, allowing for a temperature difference between the bulk
gas and the catalyst. The kinetic expression was from IGT
(Lee, 1973; IGT, 1976):
( E) 1/2
A exp ( RT) Pco PH2 (Al-l)
r = (ll1 + K2 H2 + k3 CH4
which is for the temperature range 520*F to 900*F.
Table Al.1 Methanation Reactors
9'8" - 6" Alumina
2.79 meters-
67.5% is used = 1.75 m


















































































































Al.2 ACID GAS REMOVAL SECTION SIZING
A program by Wen (1972) was adapted for sizing calculations
for the acid gas absorber and regenerator columns. The routine
calculates the height and diameter and operating temperatures
of the columns, given the inlet gas stream, limits on the out-
let CO 2 and H 2 S concentrations, and various detailed informa-
tion on the absorbent fluid and the column packing.
Whereas the pilot plant absorbent fluid is diglycolamin
(2[2-aminoethoxy] ethanol), the data available for the sizing
program was for monoethanolamine. In the absence of sufficient
data on the physical properties of diglycolamine, the program
was run with monoethanolamine in order to obtain at least
approximate results.
The acid gas sizing routine is run as a separate program
from the plant simulation, with stream information transferred
by hand.
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Table Al.4 Acid Gas Sizing Results
Pilot Plant Calculation
Absorber
Diameter, inches 30 33
Height, feet 69 35.5
Regenerator
Diameter, inches 48 29





Al.3 DISCUSSION OF ACID GAS SIZING RESULTS
The size of the absorber column calculated compares quite
well with the known size of the pilot plant absorber, consid-
ering the differences in conditions. The pilot plant equipment
was designed for use with the electrothermal gasifier, and for
monoethamolamine as the absorbent fluid. The operation reported
was for the steam-oxygen variety of gasifier, and diglycolamine
was used. Our calculations are made assuming monoethanolamin
as the fluid. Furthermore, the CO 2 loading of the fluid is
not reported for the pilot plant.
The calculated size of the regenerator is considerably
smaller than the pilot plant size. The calculated size may,
however, be an estimate of the amount of capacity of the re-
generator column that is actually used.
The smaller liquid flowrate of the pilot plant is due to
the larger CO 2 loading of diglycolamine, which is one of the






A2. KINETIC REACTOR MODEL
A kinetic expression for the low-rate gasification of
coal char has been developed by IGT and used in preparing a
set of charts for gasification reactor design. Using this
kinetic expression and the same assumptions as used for the
charts, a computer model was implemented. For a detailed
discussion of the model the interested reader is referred to
the Coal Conversion System Technical Data Book (IGT, 1976).
The basic points are outlined here.
The model is for low-rate gasification only; i.e. the
char entering the reactor modeled is assumed to be devolatil-
ized and to have completed the rapid-rate methane formation
stage. The reactions which proceed are, then
C + H0 ;CO + H2  (A2-l)22
C + 2H2 2 CH4 (A2-2)
2C + H2 + H20 .: CO + CHg (A2-3)
CO + H 20 CO2 + H2 (A2-4)
C + 1/202 - CO (A2-5)
It will be noted that reaction (3) is the sum of reactions
(1) and (2). This is a part of the HYGAS kinetic assumptions.
Reactions (1), (2) and (3) are rate-controlled; the kinetic
expressions will be presented below. Reaction (4), the water-
gas-shift reaction, is assumed to reach equilibrium at the
reactor temperature. Reaction (5) consumes any feed oxygen;
this occurs in the steam-oxygen bed but not in the HTR.
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Base carbon conversion for single particle = x
dx = fk (1-x /3 2) (A3-4)
Exit age distribution for CSTR E(t)
E(t) = exp(-t/E) (A3-5)
t
Overall solids conversion exiting reactor = x
(1-x) = f1-x)E(t)dt (A3-6)
Rate constant for reaction I P H
exp (9.0201-31,705/T) 1-P K (A3-7)
Ky =P-2
1+exp(-22.216+44,787/T) + 16.35 H2 +43.5
H20 H20 H20.
Rate constant for reaction II
2 CHP 2 exp(2.6741 - 33,076/T) 1 2 4
2HH K2
K I = 2 (A3-8)
[l + PH exp(-10.4520 + 19,976/T)]
Rate constant for reaction III
V CH CO
P P Oexp(12.4463-44,544/T l-P P K
2 2 H2 20 3 (A3-9)




KT = KI + K K+ KII (A-10)
Reactivity factor
f = f exp(8467/T )
52.7P H
0 H





1 + 0.70 7 PH 0 + 0 .5 0P H2 0




To use these kinetic expressions in a computer model, the
fluidizer-bed reactor was assumed to be well-mixed in both
gas and solid phases. The particles were assumed to be of a
single, unchanging size. This allows the following expression
to be used to determine the overall average conversion of the
exit char, based on the time-dependent conversion of a single
particle:
e
(1-x) = (1-x) dt (A3.13)
0
Equations 4 and 13 are thus solved simultaneously to find
the carbon conversion, and the rates of reactions 1, 2, and
3 are in proportion to the rate constants. An iterative
procedure is required since the rate constants are functions
of the partial pressures of the product gases and the temper-
ature. In our model an inner iteration using the bounded
Wegstein method is used to solve for the material balances at
a given temperature, and an outer loop using the secant method
is used to determine the reactor temperature. The user is
required to supply initial guesses for only the temperature;
the model successfully uses the inlet gas composition as an
initial guess for the outlet compositions (needed to compute
the rate constants on the first iteration).
The adjustable parameters of the model are as follows:
fo - the coal reactivity factor
t - the bed's solids residence time
DH - the rate of heat loss for the bed
P - the reactor pressure
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Given the inlet streams, then, the model computes the
outlet streams, compositions and the reactor temperature.
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A2.2 VALIDATION OF MODEL
To check the kinetic reactor model, a design example from
the IGT Technical Data book was used. The inlet streams and
reactor conditions are shown in Figure A2.2, and the results
of the model are summarized in Table A2.1.
The first run reported is for the same conditions as
specified in the example. The second run is the same except
for the addition of 67500 Btu/hr. to the reactor to force the
temperature to 1850*F.
The results are reasonably well in agreement, although
the calculated carbon conversion is rather small. The discrep-
ancies may be due partly to the inaccuracies of reading data
from charts in preparing the IGT values, and there may be some
inaccuracy in the Euler's method numerical integration for
the computer results. The rate constants are quite high for













T = 1700'F Steam: 78 lb/mol/hr, 1000*F
Oxygen: 14.9 lb-mol/hr, 400*F









































































Table A2.2 Results of Computer Model Kinetic Reactor,
IGT Steam- Oxygen Example, Adiabatic
IGT E X A M SOG. 1 0 
N A ME
DE.. F 






























































































































Results of Computer Model
IGT Steam-Oxygen Example,
Kinetic Reactor,












































































































































A3. THE PLEXSYS II SIMULATION SYSTEM
Figure A3.1 shows the structure of the PLEXSYS II simu-
lation system. The core of the system is the Plex Data
Management System (PDMS) which is a set of intermediary
routines to store and retrieve data used by the program
and property modules. The program modules are subroutines
that simulate unit operations, size equipment, and estimate
costs. The property modules are subroutines which estimate
physical properties needed by the program modules, or desired
by a user. The data can be thought of as being divided into
three parts. The first part consists of information describ-
ing the process: stream properties, equipment conditions and
configurations. The second part is data needed by the program
modules for completing their computations, such as convergence
tolerances, iteration limits, and types of physical property
estimation methods to be used. Lastly is the component property
data, which consists of physical constants for the chemical
components used in the process.
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A3.1 PROPERTY MODULES
A physical property subsystem (PPS) has been designed
and implemented in PLEXSYS II. This subsystem has been
described in detail elsewhere (Tia, 1977). Two groups of
FORTRAN-IV function subprograms are included, one for esti-
mating the properties of gases and liquids, and one for coal
and coal-derived solid materials. The gas-liquid group is
based largely on estimation methods described by Reid, et.al.
(1977) using the routine capability of the plex system (Seider,
et.al., 1976, and Wong, 1975). The coal property modules were
implemented using the same framework and were based on methods
described in the IGT Databook (IGT, 1976).
The subsystem allows specification of the estimation
methods desired throughout the several calculational steps
often required in estimating a property value. The system
allows for each program module to provide a routing tree for
each property value desired, or uses default routes in cases
where no explicit route is given. Figures A3.2 and A3.3 show
the actual routes used for the calculation of enthalpies of























for C =a. +b.T + C.T2 + d.T3p 1 1 1 1













Figure A3.3 COAL CHAR ENTHALPY CALCULATION ROUTE
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A3.2 DATA
While PLEXSYS II lets the user choose the data structure
best suited for his problem, a particular structure has been
found to be convenient, and is shown in Figure A3.4. Figure
A3-4a shows the portion of the data describing the actual
process studied, including unit configurations, (stream con-
nections, operating conditions), streams (temperatures, flow-
rates, pressures, etc.), stream classes (type, components present,
and component physical property information, which is itself
rather separate from the process information since it comes
from a data bank). Figure A3.4b shows the data structure for
the simulation computations. There is at least one computa-
tion bead for every unit operation module.
The details of the streams, stream classes, unit configur-
ations, and computation beads are found in Appendix 4.
PROCESS BEAD


















































Computational parameters (tol., etc.)
N Routes for Physical Property functions







BEAD FOR FIRST UNIT
IN A RECYCLE LOOP
BEAD FOR LAST UNIT
IN A RECYCLE LOOP
BEAD FOR NEXT UNIT
OUTSIDE LOOP
LAST BEAD




A3.3 PLEX DATA STRUCTURE
The plex data structure, a generalization of list and
tree structures, was first introduced by Ross (1960, 1967).
In this structure the basic unit of modeling is a multiword
"n-component-element", or bead. A bead is a block of contig-
uous storage words in which the individual words (or subdivi-
sions of the words) may contain any desired kind of data item.
Intricate relationships among beads are easily represented
with this structure; in addition, the use of a free storage
management system allows beads to be created as needed during
execution of a program and to be returned when no longer
needed. (See Figure A3.6.)
Beads are accessed by pointers. The value of a pointer
is the address of the first location in the bead. An individ-
ual item in a bead may thus be referenced with a pointer and
the item's position in the bead.
A novel feature of PLEXSYS II is the provision for bead
directories which allow access to the items stored in beads
by name as well as by position. The routines used for stor-
ing and retrieving data from beads are in Figure A3.7.
A PLEXSYS II bead may contain floating-point numbers,
integers (full-word and half-word), alphanumeric character
strings, and logical variables.
The free storage area used for beads is a one-dimen-
sional array as shown in Figure A3.8. The type declaration





returns an unneeded bead to the
free storage pool.
returns pointer NBEAD to a new bead
of N usable words, all initialized
to zero. The bead actually consists
of N+1 words, numbered 0 to N. the
zeroth word is reserved for the
system's use; in the left half-
word of the zero position is stroed
the length N.
returns pointer NBEAD to a bead
with 'NAME' as the first four
characters of its name. A search
of the dictionary of the zone NP
is involved.












retrieves an INTEGER*4 value from
the item J of bead NBEAD.
retrieves the INTEGER*2 value of
the left half-word of item J in
bead NBEAD-
retrieves the INTEGER*2 value of
the right half-word of item J in
bead NBEAD.
retrieves the REAL*4 value of the
item J in bead NBEAD.
retrieves the LOGICAL*4 value of
item J in bead NBEAD.
stores the value of the integer
variable or constant K in item J
stores the value of the integer
variable or constant K in the left
half-word of item J in bead NBEAD.
stores the value of the integer
variable or constant K in the right
half-word of item J in bead NBEAD.
stores the value of the REAL*4
variable or constant X in item J
or bead NBEAD.
stores the value of the LOGICAL*4
variable or constant TF in item
J of bead NBEAD.
*
In these routines J can be four alphanumeric characters
enclosed in quotes representing the directory name of the
desired item, or alternatively, an integer value refering
to the position of the item in the bead. If the name is
provided, a directory search is done to find the item's
position. The call actually doing this task is:
JP = NPOS(NBEAD,'NAME')
which results in an error condition if the name is not in
the directory. A useful variation of this routine is:
JP = NPOS.(NBEAD,'NAME')
which returns a value 0 if the name is not found; this provides
a method of determining automatically the presence or absence
of a particular parameter in a bead.




the ten PDMS routines which deal directly with the task of
storing and retrieving data, as mentioned above. No other
routine in PLEXSYS II need contain any COMMON statements
whatever; all other routines may obtain or store data by
going through the appropriate ones of these ten routines.
It is a simple task to alter the length of the plex array
for a particular implementation of PLEXSYS II. It may be
noted in passing that in reality a bead pointer is a
subscript of the plex array.
The free storage management approach used with PLEXSYS II
is the "REGULAR" strategy described by Ross (1967). Other
approaches are available for making the best possible use
of the available space (the SPECIAL and GARBAGE-COLLECTING
strategies), but implementation of these was not within
the scope of the studies yet undertaken with PLEXSYS.
In general, there are three ways for obtaining the
pointer to a desired bead. First, beads of the same kind
(streams, stream classes, units, etc.) are customarily linked
together into a string, and may be referenced one-by-one
along the string. Second, it is sometimes useful to provide
a special bead containing a list of pointers to several beads.
This approach is convenient, for example, to aid in outputting
information for a selected set of streams. Third, if the
bead's name is available, a dictionary search can be made using
the function LOCATP. This method often proved convenient, but
the time required in searching a lengthy dictionary can be
substantial.
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Figure A3.7 TYPE DECLARATIONS OF THE PLEX DATA ARRAY.
This declaration is mandatory in only the






equivalence (b, nb, nblr, loglb)
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A3.4 BUILD, THE INPUT MECHANISM
For use with the PLEXSYS II prototype simulator, a group
of PDMS routines, the BUILD routines, were prepared (Tsang,
et.al. 1976) to accept free-format card-image input with key-
words and to produce a process plex.
BUILD frees all the required beads for the process and
fills in the specified data items, including pointers for link-
ing various beads together. These routines were made quite
general in order to allow experimentation with different data
structures. In Figure A3.9 are the keywords and their meanings.
An example of part of the input data for a process is shown
in Figure A3.10a, which would be the input for setting up the
stream bead of Figure A3.10b. The major routines in the
BUILD group are shown in Figure A3.ll.
It is possible using these routines to store the plex on
online storage for later use. Thus the results of a simulation
study can be saved for use with sizing routines, or the task
of interpreting card-image input can be avoided in the case
of several executions with variations of only a few data items,
by reusing the input data plex. Changes can be edited in the
plex with the BUILDC routine or with the main program.
Each call to BUILD results in the construction of a plex
made up of the beads and directories requested in the input
data. The names and pointers of these beads and directories
are kept in a "bead dictionary" and a "directory dictionary".
The pointers to the dictionaries and to the first bead created
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are stored in a "zone header bead" of length three; the pointer
to this bead is returned as an argument (usually designated as
NP in this work) of subroutine BUILD. The beads and director-
ies made by a single call to BUILD are said to be in the same
zone of storage.
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CREATE For making a bead. The subsequent
data identifies the name, length,
and directory for the bead, and
supplies data items to be stored in
the bead.
COMPNT For making a pure-component constant
tree. The subsequent data provides
the constants for the whole group
of available properties, in a packed
fixed-format setting.
DELETE Removes the listing of a bead or
directory from the dictionary, thus
allowing the same name to be reused.
(Otherwise no two beads nor two
directories may have the same name)
DEFINE For making a directory. Sets off
the name of the directory and the
names to be used to reference bead
entries.
KEYWORDS FOR INPUT DATA TO BUILDFigure A3. 8
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to mole fraction list bead







is a routine that constructs a plex
structure from free-format card-image
input with keywords; it is used to
set up the entire plex structure
for a process simulation run. The
input device number is IN and the
pointer to the zone header is NP.
reads a plex structure into core from
online storage. This routine is sueful
for repetitive runs of the same
or similar sets of data, since the
input need only be decoded once.
reads card-image input and combines
the resulting beads and directories
with an already-existing plex structure
in core. The original plex structure
would have come from a call to either
BUILD or BUILDR.
writes the entire plex array contents,
and a zone pointer NP onto a disk
dataset allocated to unit number NW.




prints the contents of all the beads
in the bead directory of zone NP, on
output device number ND.
prints the bead and directory diction-
aries of zone NP on output device 6;
this includes the names and pointers
of all the beads and directories.
is a routine called by BUILD; a special
version is available which echoes on
unit 6 each input record before it is
processed.
BUILD ROUTINES FOR DATA INPUTFigure 3.l 1
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A3.5 PLEXSYS GLOSSARY
Bead - An n-component element, the basic unit of storage in
PLEXSYS II, roughly analagous to a one-dimensional array
in usual FORTRAN programs.
BUILD -A set of FORTRAN routines using the PDMS system to read
and interpret input data and then set up a plex as
specified by the data. Made intentionally very general
to allow great flexibility in data structuring.
Dictionary - Term used in PLEXSYS II to denote the list of
names and pointers of beads and directories made with
BUILD.
Directory - A special purpose bead in PLEXSYS II to
identify the individual locations in another bead
by name and position. Several beads may be associated
with one directory.
Header bead - A special-purpose bead returned by BUILD, identi-
fying the dictionaries of beads and directions.
Plex - A network of interlinked beads describing a given subject.
PLEXSYS II - A prototype simulation system used in this study
consisting of PDMS, PPS, and a group of unit operation
routines.
PDMS - The Plex Data Management System, a group of FORTRAN
routines to store, retrieve, and organize data.
Pointer - The location of a bead in the PLEXSYS storage array.
PPS - The Physical Property System, a group of FORTRAN routines
in PLEXSYS for estimating the properties of gases,
liquids, solids, and their mixtures.
Route - a description of the methods used in estimating a pro-
party. Generally there are a number of combinations
of methods which can be used for a given property.
Zone - A term from Ross (1967) to denote a subset of the total
storage available in PLEXSYS. Used in the work to refer









to gas & liquid component beads
nc
STREAM CLASS FOR VAPOR, LIQUID,



















































































to mole fraction list bead
degrees Rankine
atmospheres
lb-mol/hr (or lb/hr coal)
Btu/hr
Figure A4.3 STREAM BEAD OF TYPES VAPOR, LIQUID,












to next stream bead
"vapor/liquid"
to stream class bead




















name/s "name of stream"
next/p to next stream bead
type/s "solid/liquid"
clas/p to stream class
mfrl/p to liquid mole fraction list






Figure A4.5 STREAM BEAD FOR SOLID/LIQUID
TYPE STREAMS
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Figure A4.6a CCOMP BLOCK
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DIRECTORY ITEMLOCATION ENTRY
unit bead name/s unit nam'e
next/p pointer to next unit
psi/p pointer to inlet stream
pso/p pointer to outlet stream
hp/r power per stage, hp
stgs/r number of stages
pr/r pressure ratio per stage
prm/r maximum pressure ratio per stage
p2/r outlet pressure
unit next/p pointer to next computation bead
computation unit/p pointer to unit
bead
mode/i =1 for simulation, = 2 for design
nhgm/p route pointer for function HGM
cpgm/p route pointer for function CPGM
rhog/p route pointer for function RHOG









































descriptive name of the block
pointer to next cmpu begd
iteration count, initial value l
maximum iterations allowed
pointer to the analyzed stream
name of the stream variable
pointer to the unit bead of
the adjusted unit
name of the adjusted unit
parameter
desired value of stream variable
tolerance for stream variable
lower limit for equipment
parameter
upper limit for equipment
parameter
completion code -
= 0 not converged yet, loop again
= 1 converged successfully
= 2 not converged; iteration limit
= 3 no root or multiple roots
[XL,X ]
- temporary storage




computational loop/p pointer to next computational
bead bead inside the recycle loop
next/p pointer to next computational
bead outside the recycle loop
tol/r tolerance
maxi/i maximum number of iterations
psi/p pointer to inlet stream
pso/p pointer to outlet stream
qmax/r upper limit for q
qmin/r lower limit for q
test/i completion code
iter/i iteration court
tpsi/p pointer to temporary inlet stream
tpso pointer to temporary outlet stream
pqn/p pointer to q vector
nrh/p a routing pointer for subroutine
ENTH
Figure A4.8 CONVGW DATA REQUIREMENTS
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unit bead name/s name of'the unit
next/p pointer of the next unit
psi/p inlet stream pointer
psol/p outlet .1 (key) stream
pso2/p outlet 2 stream
nkey/i number of key components
pkey/p parameter list pointer
delh/r enthalpy flow out-enthalpy flow in
tout/r optional specified outlet
temperature
computation next/p next computation bead
bead unit/p unit bead pointer
nrh/p route pointer for subroutine ENTH
unit pkcl/p pointer to lst key component
parameter frac/r fraction of 1st key comp. removedbead from inlet stream to outlet 1
stream
pkc2/p pointer to 2nd key component
frac/r fraction of 2nd key comp. removed








T-2 given T, P, H,
Flowrate
Composition
Figure A4.10a HEXCH3 BLOCK
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unit bead name/s unit name
next/p pointer to next unit
si/p pointer to stream
s2/p pointer to outlet stream
t2/r specified outlet temp, *R
















unit compu- next/p next computation bead
tation bead unit/p unit bead
nrh/p route for ENTH subroutine
unit bead name/s name of unit
next/p next unit bead
sl/p first inlet stream
s2/p first stream outlet
s3/p second inlet stream
s4/p second stream outlet
t2/r specified *F for s2
q/r calculated heat exchanged, Btu/hr









Figure A4.12a HXSIZE BLOCK
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DATA SPECIFICATIONS FOR HXSIZE
LOCATION DIRECTORY ITEMENTRY
computation name/s name of sizing unit
bead unit/p pointer to heat exchange unit bead
next/p pointer to next cmpu
sl/c character words used as directory
s2/c names for four streams in unitbead
s3/c
s4/c
list/l true if user desires to have this
cmpu bead printed after calculatior
u/r overall heat exchange coeff.
area/r calculated area






unit bead name/s 'low-high temperature reactor
next/p to next unit
vapl/p inlet vapor stream
vap2/p outlet vapor stream
soll/p inlet solid stream
sol2/p outlet solid stream
tl/r first initial gussed temp.
t2/r second initial gussed temp
temp/r temperature of reactor
pres/r pressure of reactor
rbl/p reaction bead 1
rb2/p reaction bead 2
rb3/p reaction bead 3
rb4/p reaction bead 4
rb5/p reaction bead 5
rb6/p reaction bead 6
rb7/p reaction bead 7
computational next/p next computational bead
bead unit/p unit bead
nrh/p routing pointer for subroutine ENH
maxi/i maximum number of iterations
tolh/r tolerance for enthalpy balance
iter/i number of iterations actually tried
reaction bead name/s "reaction I"
r/r rate
nci/r stoichiometric coeff. for first
component
ci/c name of first component ...
ncn/r stoichiometric coeff. for nth
component
cn/c name of nth component






Figure A4.14a. MIXl BLOCK
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Figure Al4b. Data Specifications for MIXl
LOCATION DIRECTORY ITEMENTRY
unit bead name/s name of unit
next/p next unit's pointer
pso/p pointer to outlet stream
nsi/i number of inlet streams
psi/p pointer to inlet stream list
computationan
bead next/p pointer to next computational
bead
unit/p pointer to unit





Figure A4.15a. MIX2 BLOCK




unit bead name/s name of unit
next/p pointer to next unit
pso/p pointer to outlet solid stream
psil/p pointer to inlet solid stream
psi2/p pointer to inlet liquid stream
tol/r tolerance for temperature iteratior
iter/i number of iterations allowed
computational next/p pointer to next computational bead
bead unit/p pointer to unit
nrh/p route pointer for enthalpy calc'n.
141
Figure A4.16. DATA SPECIFICATIONS FOR REACTl
LOCATION DIRECTORY ITEMENTRY
unit bead name/s name of unit
next/p pointer to next unit
sl/p sl/p pointer to inlet stream
s2/p pointer to outlet stream
rxn/p pointer to first in string of
reaction beads
computational next/p pointer to next computation bead
bead unit/p pointer to unit
nrh/p route pointer for enthalpy calc'n
reaction - pointer to next reaction bead
beads - fractional conversion of 1st
(key) component
- key's stoichiometric coef. =-l
- pointer to component bead
- 2nd stoichiometric coef.






























pointer to next unit
pointer to inlet stream, slurry
pointer to outlet solid stream
pointer to inlet vapor stream




pointer to next computation bead
pointer to unit
route pointer for enthalpy calc'n
Figure A4.17. DATA SPEDIFICATIONS FOR SDRIER
1st outlet; flowrate = f *inlet
N'th outlet
Inlet
Figure A4.18. SPLIT BLOCK
H
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Figure A4.18b. DATA SPECIFICATIONS FOR SPLIT
DIRECTORY ITEM
LOCATION ENTRY
unit bead name/s name of unit
next/p pointer to next unit
psi/p pointer to inlet stream
nout/i number of outlet streams
pout/p pointer to outlet stream list
pf/p pointer to outlet distribution
fraction list
computation next/p pointer to next computation bead






Figure A4.19a. SPUMP BLOCK
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Figure A4.19b. DATA SPECIFICATIONS FOR SDRIER
LOCATION DIRECTORY ITEMENTRY
unit bead name/s name of.unit
next/p pointer to next unit
psi/p pointer to inlet stream
pso/p pointer to outlet stream
powr/r calculated horsepower
eff/r overall efficiency
computation next/p pointer to next computation bead
bead unit/p pointer to unit bead
mode/i code for simulation or design
(1 or 2)
nrho/p pointer to RHOLM route
nroc/p pointer to RHOC route





































pointer to next unit (LHTR)
pointer to inlet vapor stream
pointer to vapor outlet
pointer to solid inlet
pointer to solid outlet
initial guess for carbon conv.
temperature of reactor, deg. R.
pressure of reactor, atm.
pointer to reaction bead 1
pointer to reaction bead 2
pointer to reaction bead 3
computed carbon conversion
pointer to feed coal stream
pointer to next computation bead
pointer to unit
route pointer for enthalpy calc'n
maximum iterations
tolerance for H (btu/hr)
iterations used
pointer to next reaction bead
rate., lb-mol/hr
stoichiometric coef. for 1st comp.
name of lst component
stoichiometric coef. for 2nd comp.
name of.2nd component

































C ROUTINE TC ADJUST FLCWRATES IN CUTLET VAPOR STREAM AND INLET




















































C NET CALORIFIC VALUE CF COAL
C USES GROSS CALORIFIC VALUE FRCM CCRRELATION OF
C GRUMMEL & DAVIES, WITH A CCRRECTICN FRCM IGT
C FOR USE WITH LIGNITE CHARS.
C THE GROSS VALUE (CONST. VOL., LIQ. F2C) IS CONVERTEC
C TO THE NET VALUE (CONST. P, VAPCR H2C) WITH A FCROULA
C FROM SELWIG.
C THE COMBUSTION PRCODUCTS ARE CC2, N2, H20, S02, ASH.
C
C REFERENCES... ICT, *COAL CCNVERSICN PRCCESSES TECHNICAL
C DATA OCK,' FE1T30-21, P.175.
C SELWIG, W.A., F.H. GIBSCN,'CALCRIFIC VALUE
C OF CCAL* IN LOWRY, F.H-., ED., CHEMISTRY CF




H = RVAL(NPX,*H ') * 100.
C z(RVAL(NPX,'CV ') + RVAL(NPX,'CB ') ) * 100.
S = RVAL(NPX,'S ') * 100.
OX= RVAL(NPX,*C ') * 100.
ASH=RVAL(NPX,'ASF *) * 100.
C
C ...BTU/LB...
GROSS = ((654.3*tf)/(100.-ASF) + 424.62)*(C/3. + H - OX/8. + S/8.)
* 4 23.0
C (IGT TERM)
NET = GROSS - (1C20.0 *H/1C.*9.)
C ...CAL/GRAM...










































C ...ROUTINE TO SIMULATE AN IEAL CCMPRESSOR...
C CALCULATES CUTLET P = F(I-P, STAGES) CR THE REVERSE.
C
C ...USES PPS ROUTINES RHOG, CPGM, HGM.
C






C FETCH PARAMETERS OF STREAMS AND UNIT
NU = IVAL(NRoUNIT')











C ... INLET STREAM VARIABLES AND PARAMETSER...
PSC=IVAL(PSI,'CLAS')

















































RHO = RHCGP(TlK,P1,NPMCNRHCG) * 62.35









C CHECK IF STREAM IS OF TYPE VAPOR LIQUID. IF SO IT SHCULD HAVE V
VFFLAG=CCMP (NVLTYPE)
IF (VFFLAG.NE.C) GO TO 10
C IF EQUAL TO ZERC, VF EXISTS.
VF=RVAL(PSI,'VF *)
19 CALL RSTR(PSO,'VF *,VF)
IF (VF.GT.C.999) GO TC 10
C PRINT WARNING BUT CONTINLE...
20 WRITE(NW,1CCO) VF
1000 FORMAT1* ***WARNING.CCCMP. VAPOR FRACTICN NCT 1.0. PCSSIBLY CONCEN
2SATE IN INLET. VF=tE12.3)
10 CONTINUE
C
C DECIDE WETHER DESIGN OR SIMULATION IS BEING DONE...
GC TO (1,2),MOCE
C
















































C DESIGN PCDE. CALCULATE PCWER AND NUMPER OF STAGES REQUIRED.
C THE NUMBER OF STAGES IS SELECTED SUCH THAR A SPECIFIED



































































ROUTINE TO CONVERT SOLID MASS FLOWRATES TO MASS FRACTIONS
FH=RVAL (MOFR, 'H ')
FN=RVAL(MOFR,'N ')











































C ... ROUTINE TO ADJUST THE FLOWRATES IN OUTLET VAPOR MOLE
C ... FRACTIONS BEADS MVAP2 AFTER A REACTION; INFORMATION
C ... REGARDING THE REACTION IS STORED IN NPR
C .
C ... REACTION RATE
R=RVAL(NPR,'R ')
NC= (LNGTH (NPR)-2)/2
C ... NC=NUMBER OF COMPONENTS INVOLVED IN REACTION





C ... COMPONENT IS A SOLID IF IP=0

































C ... ROUTINE USING HALF-INTERVAL METHOD TO ADJUST AN EQUIIPMENT
C PARAMETER IN A UNIT BLOCK TO ACHIEVE A DESIRED VALUE OF





C ... GET PLEX VALUES...
ITER = IVAL(NR,'ITER')
MAXI = IVAL(NR,'MAXI')
NS = IVAL(NR,'NS ')
NAMY = IVAL(NR,'NAMY')
NU = IVAL(NR,'NU *)
NAMX = IVAL(NR,'NAMX')
YSET = RVAL(NIR,'YSET*)
TOL = RVAL(NR,'TOL 0)
XMIN = RVAL(NR,'XMIN')
XMAX = RVAL(NR,'XMAX')
XL = RVAL(NR,'XL ')
XM = RVAL(NR,'IM 1)
XU = RVAL(NR,'XU 0)
FL = RVAL(NR,'FL ')
FM = RVAL(NR,'FM ')
FU = RVAL(NR,'FU ')
C
C ***********************************************************
C ... Y = STREAM VARIABLE, X = EQUIPMENT PARAMETER
X = RVAL(NUNAMX)
Y = RVAL(NSNAMY)
ITERP1 ITER + 1
C
C
C ... CHECK DEVIATION...







































IF(ABS(DIFF) - TOL) 100,100,101
C * ** * ** * * *** * * * ** * ** * * * * * ** * ** *
C ... CONVERGED. PROCEED TO NEXT UNIT.
100 ITEST = 1
GO TO 310
C * ** *** * ** ** ** ** * *** * ** ** ** * ** *
C ... NOT CONVERGED...
101 IF(ITER - MAXI) 102,102,103
C ... TOO MANY ITERATIONS...
103 ITEST = 2
GO TO 310
C *** **** **** * ************ ** ****
C
102 IF(ITER - 1) 110,110,111
C ... FIRST ITERATION...USE PRESENT X AS INITIAL MIDPOINT








111 IF(ITER - 2) 112,112,113
C ... SECOND ITERATION. X WAS XL. SET X=XU AND RETURN...




113 IF(ITER - 3) 114,114,116
C ... THIRD ITERATION. X WAS XU.
114 FU = DIFF
GO TO 115
C ... NTH ITERATION. X WAS XM...







































C ... ERROR. MULTIPLE OR NO ROOTS...
201 ITEST = 3
C
GO TO 310
C ... TEST WHICH INTERVAL HAS THE ROOT...
200 IF(FL*FM) 202,202,203
C
C ... LOWER INTERVAL CONTAINS THE ROOT...




C ... UPPER INTERVAL CONTAINS THE ROOT...
203 XL = XM
FL = FM
C
C ... SET X = NEW MIDPOINT AND RETURN...




C ... SET PARAMETERS FOR RETURN TO LOOP AGAIN...
300 ITEST = 0
CALL RSTR (NUNAMXXNEW)
CALL ISTR(NR,'ITER',ITERP1)
CALL ISTR (NR, 'TEST' ,ITEST)
GO TO 320
C
C ... SET PARAMETERS FOR EXITING LOOP. ITER IS INITIALIZED,
C THE COMPLETION CODE IS STORED AWAY, AND THE NUMBER OF










































C ... SET INTERNAL VARIABLES OF SUBROUTINE




















ROUTINE TO TEST CONVERGENCE USING BOUNDED WEGSTEIN METHCD.
NR IS POINTER TO THE CONVERGENCE CCMPUTATIONAL PLEX.
-------------------------------------------
INTEGER TPSI, TPSC, FREE, PSI, FS, PMOFR1,PMOFRI, PMOFRO,
1PQNPSC
--------------- --------------------------------
CHECK IF MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATION IS EXCEEDED
MAXI=IVAL(NR,'MAXI*)
ITER=IVAL(NR,'ITER')
IF (ITER.GT.MAXI) GC TO 100C
C -------------------------------
C MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATION NOT EXCEECEC
C RETRIEVE PARAMETERS
C DEFAULT VALLE OF TOLERANCE =C.CCC5
TOL=RVAL(NR,'TOL *)
ITOL = IVAL(NR,'TCL ')
IF (ITOL .EC. 0) TOL = 0.0005
QMAX=RVAL(NP,'QMAX')
QMIN=RVAL(NR,'MIN')
C QMIN=-5.0 IF NOT SPECIFIED IN TIE INPUT
MIN = IVAL(NR,*QMIN')
IF (MIN.EG.0) QPIN=-5.0
























































C CHECK IF IT IS TIE FIRST ITERATICN
IF (ITER.NE.0) GC TC ICO
C FIRST ITERATICN ...
C FREE TWC BEADS FCR TEMPORARY STCRAGE CF CUTLE
C INLET STREAV VALUES. STORE PCINTERS IN NR. AL
















































































C 1 < ITER < MAXI
C CCMPARE RESLLTS UITF TCLERANCE IN TEE CRDER
C PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, TOTAL FLCWRATE AND INDIVIDUAL FLCWRATES
C BY CHECKING ABSCLLTE ERRCR ABSIXN-FN) AND RELATIVE ERRCR
C ABS(XN-FN)/XN, T-EE SMALLER CF TEE TWC ERRORS IS TIEN
C CCMPARED WITH THE TCLERANCE.
C HERE XN REPRESENTS CUTLET STREA' VARIABLES WFILE
C FN REPRESENTS INLET STREAM VARIABLES








IF (PRESD.GT.TCL) GC TC 200








IF (TEMPO.CT.TCL) GC TC 2CC













































IF (TFLOD.GT.TCL) GC TC 20C











IF (FLXO.GT.TCL) GC TC 200
11C CONTINUE
C INDIVIDUAL FLCWRATES ARE ALSO CK.
















NC CONVERGENCE, EUT MAXIMUL NUMEER CF ITERATICN NCT EXCEECEC...
CCMPUTE NEW GUESS VALUES AS FCLLCWS :
FIRST CCMPLTE SN=(FN-FNl)/(XN-XN1) ANC EVALUATE QN=SN/(SN-1.C).
THEN CHECK THE VALUE CF QN TC PAKE SURE THAT IT LIES WITHIN THE
LIMITS QMIN AND (MAX. THE NEW VALUE IS XNEW=XN*CN+(1.0-CN)*FN.
HERE FN ANC FN1 ARE INLET STREAP VARIABLES AT THE NTi AND (N-1)TH

























































































































































































C INCIVIDUAL FLCWRATES ...
SUMX=O.0
















































































































FUNCTION CPSTRM(T, P, NPM, NR, NSTRM)











3 GO TO 90
4 NRTE = IVAL(NR,'CPGM')
CPSTRM = CPGM(T,PNPMNRTE)
GO TO 95
5 NRTE = IVAL(NR,'CPLM')
CPSTRM = CPLM(T,P,NPMNRTE)
GO TO 95
6 VF = RVAL(NSTRM,'VF ')
IF( VF .GT. 0.999 ) GO TO 4




100 FORMAT(' ***ERROR. CPSTRM. TYPE NOT MATCHE
*,' STREAM POINTER IS ', I5)



















































C CSPLIT IS A SIMPLE SEPARATION LNIT MODEL WHICH SPLITS CUT
C SPECIFIED FRACTICNS CF SPECIFIEC CCMPONENTS CF AN INLET STREA
C PLACING THEP INTC 'CUTLET STREAM 1' AND CELIVERING THE
C REMAINCER TC 'CUTLET STREAP 2'1
C
C * THE CUTLET TEMPERATURE IS SPECIFIED AS AN CPTIONAL
C UNIT PARAMETER, TCUT. IF THIS IS FCUND TC BE ZERC,
C THE TEPPERATURE IS TAKEN AS THE INLET STREAM VALUE.
C * PCLT kCRKS THE SAME WAY FCR CUTLET PRESSURE.
C4******************************************** *** **********









C FETCH FARAMETERS CF INLET STREAM
PMFRI = IVAL(PSI,IMCFR')
PSCI = IVAL(PSI,'CLASl)
IF(T .LT. 0.5) T = RVAL(PSI,'ITEPP)
IF(P .LT. O.C1) P = RVAL(PSI,'PRES')
HI = RVAL(PSI,eENTH')
TFLCI = RVAL(PSI,'TFLC')








































PCI = IVAL(PSCI,'PC 1)
C FETCH PARAMETERS CF IST CUTLET STREAM
PSCC1 = IVAL(PSCI,'CLAS')
PMFRC1 = IVAL(PSC1,'MCFRI)
NCC1 = IVAL(PSCC1,'NC v)
PCC1 = IVAL(PSCCI,'PC ')
C FETCH PARAMETERS CF 2AC CUTLET STREAM
PSCC2 = IVAL(PSC2,'CLAS')
NCC2 = IVAL(PSCC2,'NC ')
PCO2 = IVAL(PSCC2,'PC ')
PMFR2 = IVAL(PSC2,'PCFR')
PMFRC2 = PMFR2





C THE NUPBERS CF CCMPCNENTS WERE ESTABLISHEC ALREADY AS




C FOR EACH INLET STREAM CCMPCNENT, CALCULATE TFE FLCWRATE ANC





IF(XJ .LT. 0.CCCC1 ) GC TC 1CC
FLCWJ = TFLCI * XJ
CHECK IF CCMPCNENT J MILL APPEAR IN THE CUTLET I STREAM
DC 101 I=1,NKEY
PI = IVAL(PKEY,2*1-1)
IF(PI .EQ. PJ) GC TC 2
CONTINUE












































IF(PI .EQ. PJ) GO TC 1
1C2 CCNTINUE
C NOW THE CCMPCNENT J I-AS NCT BEEN FCUND IN EITHER CUTLET STR
WRITE(Nk,1COC) J
iCCO FORMAT(' ***ERRCR. CSPLIT. CCMPCNENT 1,13,1 CF INLET IS MISSIN








C THE COMPCNENT WILL APPEAR IN CUTLET 1 STREAM, AT POSITION I
FRACJ = RVALtPKEY,2*I)
IF(FRACJ .GT. 1.) GO TC 4
IF(FRACJ .LT. C.) GC TO 4
FLOWI = FLCWJ*FRACJ
TFLC1 = TFLO1 + FLOWI
CALL RSTR(PFLC1,I,FLCWI)
C CHECK IF FRACJ = 1. IF SC, IGNCRE CUTLET 2.
IF(FRACJ .GT. C.S99) GC TC ICO
C CTFERUISE CHECK IF CCMPCNENT J IS IN CUTLET 2
00 103 I=1,NCO2
PI = IVAL(PCC2,I)
IF(PI .E]. PJ) GO TC 3
1C3 CONTINUE
C CCMPCNENT J SHOULD BE IN CUTLET 2 BUT IT HAS NCT BEEN FCUNC.
WRITE(NW,1001) J
100 FORMATI' ***ERRCR. CSPLIT. PISSING CCPPCNENT ',12,' IN OUTLET 2')
CALL BPRINT(Nk,NU)











































C ERPCR tESSACE FCR CUT-CF-ECUNDS FRACJ
4 WRITE(NW,1CC2) FRACJI
1CC2 FCRMAT(* ***ERRCR.CSPLIT. FRACJ = ',E10.3,'FCR ',13,'TH KEY CCMPCN
*ENT.#)
1CC CONTINUE
C SET THE MOLE FRACTIONS ANC TCTAL FLCW FCR CUTLET 1
C THE FLCWRATES IN THE LCCAL BEAD ARE IN THE ORDER SPECIFIEC
C IN THE UNIT PARAMETERS, NCT NECESSARILY IN THE RIGHT ORDER













C SET MCLE FRACTICNS & TOTAL FLCh FCR CUTLET 2.









HOUT = HOUT + NOCT
DELH = HCUT - HI






































































































SUBROUTINE ENTH DETERMINES AND STORES THE ENTHALPY FLOWRATE
OF A STREAM. THE ROUTINE CAN HANDLE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
STREAM TYPES --- 1) VAPOR, 2) VAPOR/LIQUID, 3) LIQUID, 4) SOL
OR 5) SOLID/LIQUID. THE VALUE STORED IS ALSO RETURNED AS ARG
UMENT HDOT. THE ROUTINE NEEDS A ROUTE BEAD NRH
DEFINE NRH 5 * & TYPE/P HGM/P HLM/P HCOAL/P TDEW/P *
& CREATE TYPE 6 * & "VAPOR" "VAPOR/LIQUID" "LIQUID" "SOLID"
"SOLID/LIQUID" *
NRH POINTER SHOULD BE IN EACH UNIT COMPUTATIONAL BEAD N.R.
************** ******** *** ***************************** **********
INTEGER COMP,FREF
CONTINUE
C GET ROUTE PLEX FROM UNIT
NRH = IVAL(NR,'NRH 1)
C GET TEMPERATURE FROM STREAM
TK = RVAL(NSTRM,'TEMP')/1.8
P = RVAL(NSTRM,'PRES')
C GET STREAM TYPE
ISTYPE = IVAL (NSTRM,'TYPE')





IF (MATCH) 10, 20, 10
10 CONTINUE
C ERROR. NO MATCH OF STREAM TYPE
GO TO 900
20 CONTINUE
C STREAM TYPE IS THE JTH ONE IN THE LIST.
GO TO (100,200,300,400,500),J
C ************************* **************************************
C VAPOR STREAM. USE HGM MODULE.
100 CONTINUE





























































TEMPORARY METHOD IN ABSENCE OF ISOTHERMAL FLASH. CHECK IF
VF=1 TO ASSUME VAPOR STREAM, OR VF=0 TO ASSUME LIQUID.
TRANSFER CONTROL TO APPROPRIATE SECTION.
VF = RVAL(NSTRM,'VF ')
IF(VF .GT.O.999) GO TO 100
IF(VF .LT. 0.001) GO TO 300
220 CONTINUE
GO TO 910
LIQUID STREAM. USE HLM.
300 CONTINUE












PREPARE NPX BEAD FOR HCOAL CALL. THIS SUBSECTION IS USED












































VM = RVAL(MOFR,'CV ') + RVAL(MOFR,'H 1) + RVAL(MOFR,'S
* + RVAL(MOFR,'O ') + RVAL(MOFR,'N 1)
CALL ISTR(MOFR,'VM ', VM)
C PREPARE NPC BEAD
NPC = FREE(2)
CALL RSTR (NPC, 1, NDATA)
CALL RSTR (NPC,2, MOFR)
C CHECK THE INPUT VALUES BEFORE CALLING PPS...
CALL ENTHCH(NSTRM, TK, P, MOFR)
421 IF(J.EQ.5) GO TO 520
H = HCOAL(TKP,NPCNRTE)





THE 'DRY' COAL AND THE LIQUID MIXTURE ARE TREATED SEPARATELY.
500 CONTINUE
NRTEC = IVAL(NRH,'HCOA')






NDATA = IVAL(NPCLAS,'PCS ')
PREPARE NPX & NPC USING PROGRAM SUBSECTION BETWEEN STATEMENTS


















































HSDOT = HS * TFLS * 1.8
NOW EVALUATE LIQUID MIXTURE ENTHALPY.
PREPARE NPM BEAD FOR LIQUIDS





CHECK THE INPUT VALUES BEFORE CALLING PPS...
CALL ENTHCH (NSTRM, TK, P, NXL)
HL = HLM(TK,PNPMNRTEL)
HLDOT = HL * TFLL * 1.8




SECTION TO STORE ENTHALPY FLOWRATE IN STREAM BEAD.
600 CONTINUE





THIS PROGRAM SECTION RETURNS
ORDINARY STREAMS.
NSC = IVAL(NSTRM,'CLAS')























































C CHECK DATA AND PRINT WARNING IN CASE OF BAD VALUES...

































...TC BE CALLEC EY ENTH FCR CHECKING DATA BEFCRE
CALLING FPS RCUTINES
... IF BAD VALUES ARE FCUND, THEY ARE PRINTED CN UNIT 6
WITH A WARNING PESSAGE
...FPS WILL THEN BE CALLED ANYWAY,
-------------------------------------------------
...TK, KELVINS C. < TK < 2CCC.


















IF (P .LT. 0.) CC TC 9CC
...PCLE FRACTICN C. < X(I) < 1.0
SUMX = 0.
NC = LNGTF(MCFP)
DO 10 I = 1, NC
XI RVAL(PCFRI)
IF (XI .LT. 0. .CR. XI .CT. 1.) GC TC 9C
SUMX = SUPX + XI
1C CCNTINUE
...SUM IS NCT CHECKED CURRENTLY SINCE THIS RCUTINE IS USED FCR
SOLID STREAPS NCW. (THERE IS CUPLICATE INFCRMA*TION IN TFE
SCLID FRACTICN BEADS.)
IF (SUMX .LT. .9S .CR. SUNX .CT. 1.Cl) GC TC 9CC
...THIS CCNFLETES THE CHECKING...
---- ----__- -------------------------






































































...WARNING PESSAGE PRINTS ALL VARIAELES ANC THE CFFENDING
STREAM EEAC
WRITE (6,91C) NSTRP
WRITE 16, * ) TK, P
CALL BPRINT(6, MCFR)
CALL BPRINT(6,NSTRM)
910 FCRPAT(' ***WARNING*** ENTP HAS PEEN GIVEN EAC INPLT VALUES',















... PASS FRACTICNS CF CCAL CCNSTITUENTS...
NPX = IVAL(APM, 2 )
C = RVAL(NPX,'CV ') + RVAL(NPX,'CP 1)
H = RVAL(PX,'I- ')
S = RVAL(NPX,'< '1)
FCCAL1 = - CCCAL1(T,P,NPM,?CCI) + C/(12.011)*-FCC2


























































ROUTINE TC PERFCPM SIMLLATICN CN GASIFIER CF [YGAS PROCESS























C PERFORM SINLLATICN CN
PSOC=IVAL(NR,'SCC ')
CALL STEMCX(PSCC)

















































































SUBROUTINE HALF (FX ,XLXfU,TOLITESTIRETX1,X2,F1,F2)
FINDS SINGLE ROOT OF A NONLINEAR FUNCTION F(X) IN THE
INTERVAL (XL, XU) BY THE HALF INTERVAL METHOD. IT IS
REQUIRED THAT F(XL)*F(XU) < 0.0 THE ACCURACY OF THE
ROOT IS + OR - TOL. THE CALLING SEQUENCE IS:
ITEST = 0
10 CALL HALF(F,X,XLXUTOL,ITESTIRET,X1,X2,F1,F2)
GO TO (1,2,3), ITEST
1 F = (FUNCTION OF X)
GO TO 10
2 (SUCCESSFUL SOLUTION -- ROOT = X)
3 (ERROR CONDITION)
... INPUT VARIABLES...
F = FUNCTION OF X, DEFINED AS ABOVE.
XL = LOWER BOUND FOR X
XU = UPPER BOUND FOR X
TOL = ERROR LIMIT FOR ROOT
... OUTPUT VARIABLES...
X = ROOT
ITEST = COMPLETION CODE
IF (ITEST) 2,2,1
1 GO TO (3,4,7), IRET
START AT LOWER LIMIT, XL.
C





































































































CALL HALF(FX ,XLXU,,TOL, ITEST,IRETX1,X2,vF1,F2)
RETURN
END
... GENERAL NTH ENTRY.













C CALCULATE T]-E ENTIALPY CF CCAL(CAL/CP)
C AT T DEG AND P ATN
C NPC=DATA IDENTIFICATICN BEAC PCINTER
C NRTE=RCUTE PLEX PCINTER
INTEGER*4 FREECCMP,CCPYCCfC,CIAR1,CFAR4,CIRGREAC
DINENSICN NAME(1),LSUB1(4)
C NAME = PCINTER TC THE YETHCCS AVAILABLE
C CHECK NRTE (=C?) TC SEE WHETI-ER TIIS PCCULE IS CALLEE BY CEFAULT.
IF (NRTE .LE. 0) GC TC 200
C IF IT IS NCT CEFAULT, PRCCEED WITh CCPPARISON
C GET POINTER TO THE BEAD WHIC- CCNTAINS T-E METFCC WANTED
METHCD = IVALINRTE,1)
C CHECK FOR DEFAULT
IF (METHOC.LE.0) GCTC 910
C CREATE A LIST CF EEADS THAT CCNTAINS T-E YETHCDS AVAILABLE
DATA LSUB1/'PEAN',' CP '0 o,' /
NAME(1)=CHAR4(LSUB1,4)
C INITIALIZE FLAG USED IN CCMPARISCN BETkEEN




C NCCMP=INTEGEP RETURNED AFTER CCPP FUNCTICN IS EXECUTED(-1,0,+1)
C FOR NCCMP=C THE ?ETHCC WANTEC IS FCUNC
IF (NCCMP)12,15,12
C CHECK TO SEE IF Tf-E FETFOC WANTEE IS AVAILABLE
12 IF (L-1)lC,9C0,9CC
C GC TC CALL T-E APFRCPRIATE VETHCE
15 GCTC 1CC
C 'MEAN CP I PETHCC IS WANTEC
1CC HCCAL=HCCAL1(T,P,NPCNRTE)
RETURN
2CC HCCAL = HCCtL2(T,P,NPCNRTE)
RETURN





































9C1 FCRMAT (5X,'tETHCD WANTED IS NCT AVAILAELE, USE DEFAULT ',
1'FCR HCCAL ?OCULE =FCCAL1=MEAN CP CPYICN i,
2 /,5X,'USE CEFAULT RCUTE IN SUCCESSIVE CALCULATIONS')
GO TO 9C5
C CEFAULT FETHCC IS SPECIFIED BV USER
91C WRITE (6,912)
912 FORMAT(5X,'CEFAULT METHOD IS SPECIFIEC 88 USER',
1'FOR HCCAL fiCCULE =HCCAL1=MEAN CP CFYICN ',
2 /,5X,'lUSE CEFAULT RCUTE IN SUCCESSIVE CALCULATICNS')






C CALCULATE ENTHALPY CF CCAL(CAL/CG)
C AT T DEG AND P ATP
C 'MEAN CP' METHCD
C REFERENCE VALUE IS 273 DEC K
C OTHER MODULES CALLEC:
C CPCOAL
C CHECK NRTE (=C?) TC SEE WHETHER THIS PETHCO IS CALLEC BY CEFAULT.
IF (NRTE .GT. 0) GC TC 9
C SET SUCCESSIVE RCUTE PCINTERS TC ZERC WI-EN THIS tETHCC
C IS CALLED BY CEFAULT EY THE USER
MOD 1=0
GO TO 11
C RETRIEVE PCINTER CF CTHER MCCULES CALLED
9 MOD1=IVAL(NRTE,2)
11 HCOAL1=CPCCAL(T,F,NPCMOCI)*(T-273.)
C CHECK TC SEE IF USER SPECIFIES dETAIL CLTPUT, 'LIST'.
NCHECK=IVAL(NRTE ,3)
IF (NCHECK .NE. LIST) GC TC 504








































502 FORMAT5X,'I-CCAL MCCULE USEE ',
lPEAN CP FETCID(HCCAL1).',






REFERENCE STATE: ELEMENTS AT 1 ATP, 298K.
MOCDLLES USEE ...
CCCAL(1)
HCCAL1 FCR SENSIBLE HEAT...
DATA MOI, P002/C, Cl
HFCRM = FCCAL1(T, P, NPM, 1CCl)
HSENS = HCCAL1(T, P, NPP, PCC2)











































CALCLLATE HEAT RECLIREPENT C FCR SPECIFIEC INLET

































































































COUNTERCURRENT HEAT EXCHANGER tCCEL.
...S1 INLET BECCES S2 CUTLET
S3 INLET BECCPES S4 OUTLET
...T2 IS GIVEN AS A LNIT PARAMETER
































_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F _ _ _ _ _ _ _ P_ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _A?' _ 4_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _























































_ _ _ __ __----------------_______------------------___ __ _-_ --- _

















...CCMPUTE Q AND H4
CALL ENT-(S2,NRH2)
Q = H2 - Hi






H = H4 / 1.e / F3































































... SIZING RCUTINE FOR CCUNTERCURRENT I-EAT EXCHANGER.
...THIS COULD NCRK UITH MOST HEAT EXCHANGER UNIT eEACS,
STREAM NAMES ARE SPECIFIED AS CMPU PARAMETERS.
...CMPU HAS ITEMS NAME, UNIT, NEXT, LIST, U,
51,52,53,54, AND RESULTS AREA, DTLM, AND C.
LIST IS A LOGICAL PARAMETER, .TRUE. FOR BPRINT TC L
THE CMPU AFTER CALCULATICN.
U IS THE CVERALL HEAT-EXCHANCE CCEF., BTU/HR-CEG.F-
Si -S4 ARE CHARACTER UCRCS FCR THE STREAM NAMES IN
UNIT BEAD.
AREA IS THE RESULTING SC. FT. CF HEAT EXCHANGE AREA





...THE STREAMS PUST ALREAC' HAVE THEIR TEMPERATURES
AND ENTIALPIES IN PLACE WITH NAMES 'TEMP' ANC 'ENTH'.
SI AND S2 ARE THE INLET AND CUTLET CCLC STREAMS,



































































































C ... CALCULATE ACLNT CF FEAT EXCHANCED...
Q H2 - H1
C
C ...CALCULATE THE LCG PEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE...
DTI = T4 - Ti
DT2 = T3 - T2
C ...DON'T DIVIDE EY ZERC...
IF(CTi .EC. DT2) GC TC 10
DTLM = (DT2-DT1) / ALCG(DT2/DTi)
GO TD 2C
10 DTLP = DT1
C ... BE SURE TD REPCRT A PDSITIVE AREA EVEN IF THE HCT AND
C STREAMS WERE PIXED UP.

































































C ...RCUTINE IC PERFCR' SIPULAT[CN CN LCW--G-4 TEMPERATURE
C ... REACTCR CF GAS!FICATIC\ SECTICN CF HIGAS PRCCESS,
C INT;EGER VAFI, VAF2, SCI, SCL2, FREE
C 
*:EREEPIIR
C .. RTIV CNESAND PARAM~ETERS
C ..
NIJ=IVAL(NROUNIT')

















C ...CCMPTE ENT14ALPY CF INLET VAFCR
CALL ENTH(!VAPlINRIHVAPI)
























LI- T RC ""2 1
LH'TPCC22
LFTRCC23-























R4 = RCX *FRAC







































LHTP C C5 7
LFTPCC5E
















HD=H SO L 2-HS C L 1-H VAP I
TCL=APS(RTCLH*fVAP1)
C ...RXC=AMCLNT CF C USEC IN REACTIONS 5 AND 6
RXC=RC - R4
C ...RECCRD FLOWRATE CF CUTLET VAFCR STREAtM
CALL MAP(MVtAP2,MVAP)








C ...RUN REACTICNS 5,6,7 AT GLESSEC TEMPERATURES T11T2
C . ..
WRITE (6,66) R1,R2,R3,R4,HSCL1 ,lSCL2,HSOL2,HVAPI
66 FCRMAT (1X,8E13.5)
C WRITE (6,67) HCRC,TCLHICV,CEICV2,CB2






C ...RUN REACTICN AT Ti
CALL MCCEL(NR,RXCTN1,HDI-CIFN1)









































C ...CHCCSE SPALLER DELTA-H AS I-CIFNLARGER CELTA-F AS HCIFN1







C ...CCMPUTE NEW TEMPERATURE INEW









69 FCRMAT (I TNEkICIF...',2E13.5)
IF (ABS(HCIF).LT.TCLF) GC TC 2CC
ITER=ITER+l








G TO IC C
C . .




175 FCRPAT(1X,' ***WARNING.GASIFY.LTR...NC CONVERGENCE...')
LHTRC109













































C ...ROUTINE TO PAP CCNTENTS CF PCLE FRACT10NS BA0 MOFR1i











C ...ROUTINE TC ACJUST THE FLCRATES IN CUTLET VAPOR CLE
C ...FRACTICNS BEAES MVAP2 AFTER A REACTICN; INFCRMATICN





C ...NC=NUMBER CF CCPPCNENTS INVCLVEC IN REACTICN





C ...CCMPCNENT IS A SCLIC IF IP=C








































C ...ROUTINE TC RUN REACTIONS 5,6,7 CF LCU-HIGH TEMPERATURE

























































































... ROUTINE TO PERFORM SIMULATION ON LOW TEMPERATURE
... REACTOR OF GASIFICATION SECTION OF HYGAS PROCESS
INTEGER VAP1, VAP2, SOLl, SOL2
LOGICAL LIST, LVAL

















NPR6 = IVAL(NU,'RB6 ')
FRAC = RVAL(NU,'FRAC')
C ... COMPUTE ENTHALPY OF INLET VAPOR
CALL ENTH(VAP1,NRHVAP1)






































































P4 = ROX * FRAC



































































... COMPUTE ENTHALPY FOR SOL1,SOL2,VAP1
CALL
CALL












HD=H SOL2-H SOL 1-HV AP1
C ... RXC=AMOUNT OF C USED IN REACTIONS 5 AND 6
RXC=RC-R4
C .
C ... RUN REACTIONS 5,6,7 AT TEMPERATURES T1
C . .
IF (LIST) WRITE (6,66) R1,R2,R3,R4, HSOL1,HSOL2,HVAP1
66 FORMAT (1X,7E13.5)
IF (LIST) WRITE (6,67) HD,RCTOLHCV1,CB1,CV2,CB2
67 FORMAT (1X,7E13.5)
TN1=RVAL (NU,'T1 ')
C ... RUN REACTION AT T1
CALL MODEL(NR,RXC,TN1,HD,HDIFN1)
IF (LIST) CALL BPRINT(6,VAP2)
IF (LIST) CALL BPRINT(6,MVAP2)
IF (LIST) WRITE (6,666) TN1,HDIFN1

























... ROUTINE TO MAP CONTENTS OF MOLE FRACTIONS BAD MOFR1





























C ... INTERFACE RCUTINE FCR PACKEC FEE METI-ANATICN REACTOR SIZING...
C THIS HANCLES FLEX I/0 AAE RLAS THE METHANATICN REACTCR RCUTINE
C <DESIGN>.
C
C ...CECLARATIONS FCR THIS RCLTINE ALCAE...
INTEGER PARM, S1, S2, X1, X2, CCPY, S2STAR, X2STAR





LOGICAL LIST, HIST, LVAL
C ... THESE COPPON BLCCKS EXISTEC IN THE CRIGINAL <CESIGN>...
CCMMCN /BLCCI/ PRESS, TCAT, TIETA, X, XI
CCMMON /BLCC2/ CPFEED, FFEEC, GFEEC, KFEEC,
* MWFEEC, PFEED, TFEEC, XFEED
C ... NEW CCPMCN BLCCKS FCR VARIABLES PREVIOUSLY REAC AS INPUT
C CATA BY <DESIGN>, AND WIHICH WERE NCT IN ANY CCPMCN AREAS.
CCMMON /IFE1/ BECLEN, TEPP
CCPON /IFE2/ LENGTH, CTLBE, DPART, PSI, RHCCAT, VOIC, EPS,
* EPSILC, HSTEP, I-MI, HMAX, CELTAL, LIMIT,
* MXSTEP, FLCWM, TWRITE, XIMAX, HIST
C
C
C ...PCINTERS FRCM THE CCMPUTATICN BEAC...
NU = IVAL(NR,'UNIT9)
PARM = IVAL(NR,'PARM,)














































HSTEP = OBLE( RVAL(PARM,9))
HMIN = RVAL(PARM,1C)
HMAX = RVAL(PARM,1l)





C ... INFCRMATICN FREM SIMULATEC STREAMS...
Sl = IVAL(NL,'Sl ')








C ...MAIN PARAMETER IS THE CCNVERSION CF CC...
FCCI = RVAL(XI,'CC ') * Fl
FCCE = RVAL(X2,'CC 4) * F2
XIMAX= 1. - FCCE/FCCI
C,
C ...PUT INLET MCLEFRACTIONS FRCM STREAF PCLEFRAC BEAC INTO ARRAY.
XFEEC(1) = RVAL0X1,'CC ')
XFEECD2) = RVAL(X1,'CC2 ')
XFEEC(3) = PVAL(X1,'CH4 1)
XFEEC(4) = RVALX1,'1H2 '1)
XFEEC(5) = RVAL(X1,'H2C ')
XFEEC(6) = PVAL(X1,'N2 ')
C ...THE SIZING RCLTINE DOES NCT CCNSICER THE PRESENCE OF ETHANE.
C IF THERE IS ETHANE IN TFE INLET STREAM, LUMP IT WITH NITRCGEN
C FOR THE SIZING. IT WIL1L BE REPLACEC LATER...





































C DIFFERENT, THIS IS A SAC PRACTICE.- 0
LC2H6 = NPCS1(X1,'C2H6')
IF(LC2H6 .EC. C) GO TC 20
C ...ETHANE IS INDEED IN THE INLET STREAM...
X1C2H6 = RVAL(X,1LC2H6)
XN2NEW = X1C2H6 XFEEC(6)
ETN2 = X1C2H6 / XN2NEW
XFEED(6) = XN2NEW
20 CONTINUE
C ...MORE INPUT PARAMETERS FRCM TE IALET STREAM VALUES...
C (CONVERT ATMOSPHERES TO NEWTCN/METRE+2)
PFEED = P1 * 1.01325E5
C (CCNVERT DEGREES RANKINE TC KELVINS)
TFEED = TI / 1.8
C (CONVERT LB-MOLES/HR TC KG-MOLES/SECOND)
FLOWM = Fl / 360C. * 0.454
C






P2STAR = PRESS / 1.01325E5
T2STAR a TEPP * 1.8




C ...PREPARE CUPLICATE CUTPUT STREAM M OFR BEAD FCR CCMPARISCN
C BETWEEN SIMULATED STREAM AND RESULT CF SIZING PRCGRAM...
S2STAR = COPY(S2)
X2STAR = COFY(X2)


































































IF(LC2H6 .EC. 0) GC Tc 30
X2C2H6 = ETN2 * X(6)
XN2 = X(6) - X2C2H6
CALL RSTR(X2STARLC2H6,X2C2H6)
CALL RSTR(X2STAR,'N2 ',XN2 )
30 CONTINUE
... IF NR BEAD CONTAINS PARAMETER 'LIST'=.TRUE. THEN PRINT
PARAMETERS ANC RESULTS...









































C MIX1 IS A SUBROUTINE TO MIX NCI INLET STREAMS, PRODUCING
C ONE OUTLET STREAM. IT IS DESIGNED TO OPERATE IN THE HYGAS
C METHANATION SECTION, AND ASSUMES A LIQUID/VAPOR STREAM TYPE.
C THE COMPONENTS AND MOLEFRACTIONS MUST BE ALL IN THE SAME
C ORDER.
C ******* ******* ********** ****** ** *
C COLLECT POINTERS AND PARAMETERS.
C FROM UNIT BEAD...
NU = IVAL(NR,'UNIT')
PSO = IVAL(NU,'PSO 1)




NRH = IVAL(NR,'NRH ')
C FROM OUTLET STREAM...
PSCO = IVAL(PSO,'CLAS')
PMFRO = IVAL(PSO,'MOFR')
C FROM STREAM CLASS...
NC = IVAL(PSCO,'NC ')
PC = IVAL(PSCO,'PC ')

















































C * ****** ***** ********** ** *********
C FIND LOWEST INLET PRESSURE, SUM ENTHALPY AND MASS FLOWS,
C AND CHECK THAT STREAM CLASSES MATCH.
DO 110 J= 1,NSI
C * * * * * * * * * *







C * * * * * * * * *
PRESO AMIN1(PRESO,PRESJ)
C * * * * * * * * * *
ENTHO =ENTHO + ENTHJ
C * * * * * * * * * *
IF(PSCJ .NE. PSCO) GO TO 900
C * * * * * * * * * *
C ACCUMULATE COMPONENT FLOWRATES, USING THE SPACE IN THE
C OUTLET STREAM MOLEFRACTION BEAD...
DO 108 I=1,NC




C ******* **** *** *** *********** ** ***
C FIND TOTAL FLOWRATE OUT
DO 120 I=1,NC
TFLO TFLO + RVAL(PMFRO,I)
120 CONTINUE
C ** * **** * ** *********** ** ** **** ***
C CONVERT COMPONENT FLOWS TO MOLEFRACTIONS...
DO 130 I=1,NC












































* * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * *
CALCULATE OUTLET STREAM TEMPERATURE
THGM NEEDS CAL/GMOL UNITS FOR H












* * ** *** * * * ** * * *** ** * ** *** ** * * *** *





9000 FORMAT(' ***ERROR.MIX1. STREAM CLASS MISMATCH. BE SURE THAT THE
*DESIRED INLET',/, I & OUTLET STREAMS HAVE BEEN CORRECTLY SPECIFIED
*. THE UNIT BEAD',/,' AND INLET STREAM POINTER LIST ARE AS FOLLOWS
*1)
GO TO 9990
9100 FORMAT(' **ERROR.MIX1. OUTLET STREAM TEMP BELOW DEW POINT',/,'THIS











































...TC MIX RECYCLE TCLUENE %ITF CCAL TC FCRM SLURRY...
INLET I IS CCAL; INLET 2 IS TCLUENE
COAL INLET ANC CUTLET STREAMS ARE CF STREAM CLASS 3





































































FRCP INLET 2 (RECYCLE TCLUENE)
MCFR2 = IVAL(NPSI2,'PCFR')
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
...COLLECT PCINTERS ANC PARAIETERS
FROM UNIT BEAC...
NU = IVAL(NR,'UNIT')








NCS = IVAL(PSCC,'NCS '1)












C ...CALCULATE CUTLET STREAM PARAPETERS...
C




C ... CUTLET ENTHALFY FLCW...










C ...LICUID FLOW IS SUM CF INLETS...

























































C ...FIND OLTLET TEMPERATURE...


























... ROUTINE TO RUN REACTIONS 5,6,7 OF LOW-HIGH TEMPERATURE
... REACTOR AT TEMPERATURE TEMP AND COMPUTE DELTA-H HDIF
C .
C ... RETRIEVE POINTERS
INTFGER VAP2
NU=IVAL (NR, 'UNIT')






CALL RSTR (VAP2, 'TEMP, TFMP)
R5=RXC
CALL RSTR(NPR5,'R ',R5)







IF(LIST) WRITE (6,789) Y, CO, C02, H12, H20, R7






IF(LIST) WRITE (6,77) HVAP2












































...EXTENT CF REACTICN, ACIAEATIC REACTOR MODEL
...FOR ANY KUMBER OF REACTICNS
... 6/14/7 GW






























































...PUT TEE INLET FLCWRATES INTO THE OUTLET
MOLEFRACTICN BEAD FOR REACTIC...
F2 =X2
DO 10 = 1, NC












































...NCR IS THE NUMBER CF CCMPCNENTS INVOLVEC IN
THIS REACTICN...
NCR = (LRXN - 2) / 2
FCONV = RVAL(RXN,2)
...NCI IS THE PCINTER TC THE FIRST REACTING
CCPPONENT, FOR WHICH THE FRACTIONAL CONVERSION
IS SPECIFIEC...
...IT IS LCCATED AT PCSITICN INCI IN THE STREAMS.
NCI = IVAL(RXN94)
INCI = IPOS(NC1,NCCMP)
EXTENT= RVAL(F2,INC1) * FCONV
... REACT" EACH CCPPCNENT
DO 120 J = 1. NCR
...THE JTH CCPPCNENT IS AT POSITION JPOS IN THE
REACTION BEAD. ITS STCICHICPETRIC CCEF. IS
IN THE PREVIOUS SPACE, JPCS - 1.
JPCS 2 + 2*J
NCJ = IVAL(RXN, JPOS)
V = RVAL(RXN, JPOS - 1)
...BUT CCPPCNENT J IS THE ITH CNE IN THE STREAPS.
I = IPCS(NCJNCCMP)
FJ = RVAL(F2,1) + EXTENT * V
RSTR(F2, I, FJ)












































DC 130 1 1, NC
130 TFLC = TFLC + RVAL(F2,!)
...GET THE NEXT REACTICN EEAD...
RXN = IVAL(RXN,1)



















































...NC MCRE REACTICNS. CALCULATE CUTLET CCNCITICAS...
...FIRST CONVERT THE CCMPCNENT FLOWS TO MOLFRACS...
Dc 140 I = 1. NC
XI = RVAL(F2,I) /TFLC
CALL PSTR(X2,I,XI)
...TiEN GET THE CUTLET TEPPERATURE...
NPM = FREE(2)
CALL ISTR(NPM, 1, NCCMP)
CALL ISTR(kPM, 2, X2)
H2 = H / TFLC / 1.8
TOL = 0.5
T2 = TH4(H2, PATM, NPM, TOL, ITER) *1.8
CALL BRET(tPM)





































































































































(F(1),FCC), (F t2),FCC2),(F (3),FCH4 ),(F(4), FH2),
(F (5),FH20)9,(F(6) ,Fh2)# , F(7), FC2)
XVE = IVAL(VE,''CFRI )
TFVI = RVAL(VI,*TFLCO)
TFSI = RVAL(SI,'TFLCE)




C ...EVALUATE INLET ENTHALPIES
CALL ENTH(VI, NR, HVI)
CALL ENTP(SI, NR, HSI)
CALL RITEI(NR)
C
C ... TEMPERATLRE LCCP IS CCNTRCLLEC BY RCLTINE 'SECANT'
ITERT = C
1CC CALL SECANT(HBALTRTCI1TC2,TERRITERTtAXT, ITEST1,CUM1,
* CUM2,DUM3,CUP4)
GC TC (2C,600,9CC), ITESTI
2CC CONTINUE
C ...FRCM HERE TC LINE 6C0 THE FASS EALANCES AND THEN THE
C HEAT BALANCE IS CCMPUTEC. 'SECANT' ADJUSTS THE PEACTCR
C TEMPERATLRE TC MAKE THE VEAT BALANCE EQUAL ZERC.
C
C ...FEEDC IS LPS CF BASE CARECN IN THE CRIGINAL FEED COAL;
C ...FCARB IS LBS CF BASE CARECN IN THE REACTCR INLET COAL STREAM.
FEECC = RVAL(XSF,'CB *) * PVAL(SF,'TFLS')
FCARB = RVAL(XSI,'Ce 1) * TFSI
C















































C ...ERING IN THE INLET VAPCR CCPP. FLCWRATES TC VECTOR F.
CALL MCVE(XVI, F, TFVI, 'IN ')
C
C ...REACT CXYGEN, IF THERE IS ANy...
C
LCCCX = NPO1(XVI,'C2 e)
IF( LOCCX .EC. 0 ) GC TC 2C
RATE5 = RVAL(XVI,LCCCX) * TFVI
F02 = C.C
FCC = FCC + 2.* RATE5
FVI = TFVI + RATES
FCARB = FCARB - RATES * 2. * 12.Cl
C
20 XBARI = (FEECC - FCARB)/ FEEC
C ...CXYGEN SECTICN IS DCNE...
C
C
C ...CCNVERT THE CCMP. FLCWRATES TC PARTIAL PRESSURES...
PBYFV1 = PRES/FV1
DC 21C J=1,7
210 P(J) = F(J) * PByFV1
C
C ...CALCLLATE TI-E RATE CCNSTANTS AT TE REACTCR TEPPERATLRE.
KElL = ( 7.5138 - 12777./TR)
KE2L = (-5.7391 + 8520./TR)
KE1 = 1C.**KE1L
KE2 = 10.**KE2L * AKE2
KE3 = 10.**(KE1L + KE2L)
C ...CALCULATE THE CCAL REACTIVITY FACTCR
REACTV = FO * EXF(8467./TR)
C
C ...THE 'WEG' RCUIINE IS USEE TC MANIPULATE THE PARTIAL PRESSURES
C CF CC, CC2, CH4, H2, & 12C LNTIL A CCNSISTENT SET IS CBTAINEC
C
ITEST2 = C





































GC TC (4CC, 5CC, 5CC), ITES12
400 CONTINUE
C ... FRCM HERE TC STMT. 5CC IS TI-E PASS BALANCE LCCF; PARTIAL PRESS
C IN VECTOR P ARE LSED WITt- THE TEPPERATURE TC CALC. RATE CCNSTA
C AND THEN TIE RATE EQUATICN FCR THE CVERALL REACTION CF CCAL
C IS INTEGRATED CVER THE EXIT ACE CISTRIBUTICN OF THE REACTCR,
C WHICH PRCDUCES AN CUTtET GAS STREAF WITh PARTIAL PRESSURES
C STCRED IN VECTOR R. VECTCR R IS USED TC GENERATE A NEU VECTCP
C P, UNTIL R ANC P MATCH.
C ...BUT NO NEGATIVE VALLES FCR P(I)'S ARE ALLCWEC.
DC 405 K=1,
IF(P(K) .LE. 0.0) P(K) = C.1
4C5 CCNTINUE
C ... FIRST RATE CCNSTANT
A = EXP(9.0201 - 31705./TR)
B = 1. - (PC * PH2/PF2C/KEI )
C = EXP( -22.216 + 44787./TR)
D = 1./PH20 + 16.35 * PH2/Pf-2C + 43.5 * PCC/PH2C
KI = A * B / (1. + C*C)**2
C ... SECCND RATE CCNSTANT
A = EXP( 2.6741 - 33C76./TR)
B = 1. - PC-4 / (PH2*PH2*KE2)
C = EXP( -lC.452 + 19976./TR)
KII = PF2*PI-2 * A * B / (1. + PF 2*C)
IF(KII. GT. 0.) CO TC 410
AKI = ABS(KI)
AKII = ABS(KII)
IF(AKII-AKI .LT. C.) GC TC 410
KII = KI * XII/AKII/2.
410 CONTINUE
C ...THIRC RATE CCNSTANT
A = SQRT(PH2)
B = EXP( 12.4463 - 44544./TR)
C = 1.- PCH4 * PCC /(PF2 * PH2C * KE3 )
0 = EXP( -6.6696 + 15198./ TR)
E = A 4 C.85 * PCC + 18.62 * PCI4 /FF2
REA2C19
REA2C11C
































KIII = A * FF2C * B * C / (1.+ C * E)**2
C ...EXPONENTIAL FACTCR ALPHA
B = 52.7 * FH2 / (1.+ 54.3 * P2)
C = 0.521 * A * FH2C
D = 1. + 0.707 * PH2C + A * PF2C * C.5
ALPHA = B + C/C
C KT AND KT*REACTIVITY FACTCR...
KT = KI + KII + KIII
IF( KT .LT. 0.) FT = KI/2.
FKT = KT * REACTV
C ...SOLVE C.E.'S
C ...TFE INTECRATICN BY EULER'S METHCC USES STEP SIZES OF
C THE SCLICS RESIDENCE TIVE CIVICED BY 10. TI-E INTEGRATICN
C IS THEN RUN FRCM TINE=0 TC TIME=INFINITY, INFINITY = 7*TAU.
C
C ...XPART IS THE FRACTICNAL CCNVERSICt CF CARBCN IN A SINGLE
C COAL PARTICLE, WHICH TAKES AN INITIAL VALUE EQLAL TC T-E
C CONVERSICN CF THE FEED CARP IN THE REACTOR INLET STREAM.
C ...THE RESULT CF THE INTEGRATICN IS XEARC, THE CCNVERSICN
C FRACTICN OF BASE CARBON IN TE REACTCR CUTLET, BASEC
C CN THE CRIGINAL FEED STREAM.
DT = TAU / 1CC.






DC 420 ITIME = 1, INF
DXPART = FKT* EXF(-ALPFA*XPART*XPART) *(1.-XPART)**C.66666
DXREM = (1.-XPART) * EXP(-TIPE/TAU)/TAU
XPART = XPART 4 EXPART * CT
XREP1 = XREP1 + CXREy
TIME = TIPE + CT









































XBARO = 1. - XREF
C
C
C ...CLBS IS THE ARCUNT CF CARBCN GASIFIEC BY REACTICNS 1,2,3.
CLBS = (XPAFC - XBARl) * FEECC
IF(CLBS .LT. C.C) CLBS = C.C
RATEC = CLBS/12.C1
RATEL = KI/IT * PATEC
RATE2 = KII/KT* RATEC
RATE3 = KIII/KT 12. * RATEC
C ...RESTCRE F VECTCR TC ORICINAL STATUS
CALL MOVE(XVI, F, TFVI, 'IN 1)
LOCCX = NPCS1(XVI,'C2 ')
IF( LOCCX .EQ. C ) CC TO 422
RATE5 = RVAL(XVI,LCCCX) * TFVI
FC2 = C.0
FCC = FCC + 2.* RATE5
FV1 = TFVI 4 RATE5
422 CONTINUE
C ...TALLY UP THE CUTLET GASES...
FCC = FCC + RATEI + RATE3
FCH4 FCH4 + RATE2 + RATE2
FH2 = FH2 + RATEl - 2.*RATE2 - RATE3
IF( FH2 .LT. C.O ) FH2 = C.C
FH2C = FH20 - RATEI - RATE3
IF( FH2C .LT. O.C) FH2C = C.0
C
C ...THE WATER-GAS-SHIFT REACTICN CCES TC ECUILIBRIUM IN TFE
C CUTLET GAS STREAV...
CALL WGS(TRFCCFCC2,FF2,FFE2C,RATE4)
FCC = FCC - RATE4
FCC2 = FCC2 + RATE4






































FH2C = FH2C - RATE4
FV2 = C.0
C ...FRCM THE CCFPCNENT FLCWRATES IN THE ESTIMATEC CUTLET GAS
C STREAM, CALCULATE THE ESTIVATEC PARTIAL PRESSURES FCR
C VECTCR R.
DC 430 JJ = 1, 7
430 FV2 = FV2 + F(JJ)
PBYF = PRES/FV2
432 CCNTINUE
DC 434 JJ = 1, 5







DC 510 JJ = 1, T
510 P(JJ) = F(JJ)* PEYF
FCARBE = FCARB - CLBS
CALL RSTR(XSE,'CE ',FCARBE)
CALL CFTCX( XSE, TFSE)
C
RECIP = 1./FRES
...PUT THE PARTIAL PRESSURES P IATC TI-E CUTLET STREAP'S
POLE FRACTICN LIST...























































C ...ERRCR MESSAGE FRCP SECANT RECARCING TEMPERATURE LCOP
WRITE(6, 95C) NP
950 FORMAT(I ***ERRCR*** REACT2, NR= ', 15, ' SECANT FAILURE')
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PCVE(NPX, Z, FACTCR, ICIR)
REAL Z(7)
INTEGER CUT/'CUT 'I/
IF (IDIR .EC. CUT) GC TO 1C
C
Z(1) = RVAL(NPX,'CC ') * FACTCR
Z(2) = RVAL(NPX,'CC2 ') * FACTCR
Z(3) = RVAL(NPX,'CH4 ') * FACTCR
Z(4) = RVAL(NPX,'F2 ') * FACTCR
Z(5) = RVAL(NPX,'H2C 1) * FACTCR
Z(6) = RVAL(NPX,'N2 ') * FACTCR
Z(7) = RVAL(NPX,'C2 ') * FACTCR
RETURN
1C CONTINUE
C ...PUT Z(I)* FACTCR INTC NPX(U)...
CALL RSTR(NFX,'CC #,Z(1)*FACTCR )
CALL RSTR(NPX,'CC2 ',Z(2)*FACTCR )
CALL RSTR(NPX,'CH4 ',Z(3)*FACTCR )
CALL RSTR(NFX,'H2 ',Z(4)*FACTCR )
CALL RSTR(NPX,'H2C *,Z(5)*FACTCR )
CALL RSTR(NPX,'N2 ',Z(6)*FACTCR )











































SUBROUTINE REPORT (NW, NUMBR)
COMMON/COUNT/IVP,T VN,ISPISNNRVP,NRVNNRSPNRSNNFREENRET
COMMON/COUNT2/IV1PIV1N,IV2P,IV2NIS1P,IS1N,IS2PIS2N
IVTOT = IVN + IVP
IV1TOT = IV1N + IViP
IV2TOT = IV2N + IV2P
ISTOT = ISN + ISP
IS1TOT = IS1N + ISlP
IS2TOT = IS2N + IS2P
NRVTOT= NRVN + NRVP























100 FORMAT(' PDMS REPORT #',12,'. CALLS TO ROUTINES...',/,' ROUTINE'
* , T12,'TOTAL', T20,'BY NAME', T40,'BY POSITION')
110 FORMAT(' IVAL', T8, I8, T18, 18, T38, 18)
120 FORMAT(' IVAL1', T8, 18, T18, I8, T38, 18)
130 FORMAT(# IVAL2', T8, 18, T18, 18, T38, 18)
140 FORMAT(' ISTR', T8, 18, T18, 18, T38, 18)
150 FORMAT(' ISTR1', T8, 18, T18, 18, T38, 18)
160 FORMAT(' ISTR2', T8, 18, T18, 13, T38, 18)
170 FORMAT(# RVAL', T8, 18, T18, 18, T38, 18)
180 FORMAT(' RSTR', T8, I8, T18, 18, T38, 18)














































COMMON/COUNT2/IV1P, IV1N, IV2PIV2NIS1P, IS1N,IS2P,IS2N
INTEGER IVP/0/, IVN/0/, ISP/0/, ISN/0/, NRVP/0/, NRVN/0/, NRSP/0/
INTEGER NRSN/O/, NFREE/0/, NRET/O/


















C FINDS SINGLE RCCT CF A NCNLINEAR FUNCTICN F(X) IN TIHE
C INTERVAL (XL, XU) BY TFE REGULA FALSI METHCC. IT IS RECUIRED
C THAT F(XL)*F(XU) <C.C TlE ACCURACY CF THE RCCT IS +CR- ERR.
C T/9/77 G WHITE
C THE CALLING SEQUENCE IS:
C XL = LCWER LIMIT CF INTERVAL FCR RCCT
C XL = UPPER LIMIT
C ERR = CESIREC ACCURACY CF RCCT
C ITEST = C FCR INITIALIZATICN
C 10 CALL RFALSI(F,X,XLvXLERRITEST, ITER,X1,X2,FlF2)
C GC TC (1, 2, 3), ITEST
C 1 F = (FLNCTICN CF X)
C GC TC 10
C 2 (SUCCESSFUL SCLUTICN; RCCT = X, +CR- ERR
C 3 (ERRCR; NC RCCT CR MULTIPLE RCCTS IN SPECIFIEC INTERVAL)
C
C
C ITER, Xl, X2, Fl, F2 ARE ALL INTERPECIATE VALUES; THEY MUST
C NOT BE CHANCED BY TEE CALLING PRCGRAP.
C
C ____ _ __ __ _____ ___- ____ ________ - - - - _ ___ _ ____-
IF(ITEST .EC. C) ITER = C
ITEST = 1
ITER = ITER + I
F(ITER .EQ. 1) CC TC 10
IF(ITER .EQ. 2) CC TC 20
F(ITER .EQ. 3) CC TC 30
C ...CTHERWISE, ITER >3
C
IF (F*F1 .GT. C.C ) CC TC 2
C ... RCCT IS FETWEEN X1 AND X: PUT X2=X.









































C ...RCCT IS EETWEEN X AND X2: PIT XI=X.
2 [F( X-Xl .LE. ERR) ITEST = 2
X1 = X
F1 = F
C ...FIND A NEW X VALUE
3 H = -F2 * (X2-XI)/(F2-F1)
X = X2 4 H
RETURN
C
C ...FIRST ENTRY. START AT LCWER LIPIT.





C ... SECOND ENTRY. FCVE TC UPPER LIMIT.




C ...THIRO ENTRY. CHECK THAT RCCT EXISTS WITHIN LIMITS.
30 F2 = F
IF (Fl *F2 .GT. C.C ) GC TC 5C
GC TO 3
C ...ERRCR CCNCITICN. THERE WAS NC RCCT IN (X,XU)

































... EXECUTES UNDER REACT2 IF CMPU CONTAINS ILIST'




IF(IFLIST .NE. LIST) RETURN
WRITE (6,1)
WRITE (6,2)
1 FORMAT(' KINETIC REACTOR MODEL: CALCULATION HISTORY')
2 FORMAT(' IT DEG.F Im RATECLB/HR XBARO', T43,'KI',





















SUBROUTINE RITE2 (NR,ITTR,IM, RATEC, XBARO,A,B,C, DH)
... EXECUTES UNDER REACT2 IF CMPU CONTAINS 'LIST'
... THIS ACTUALLY GIVES THE CALCULATION HISTORY, IN
COLUMNS UNDER THE HEADINGS PROVIDED BY RITE1.
INTEGER LIST/'LIST'/
IFLIST = IVAL (NR,' LIST')
IF (IFLIST .NE. LIST) RETURN
TF = TR - 460.
DH = DH/1000.
WRITE(6, 1) IT, TF, IM, RATEC, XBARO, A, B, C, DH
1 FORMAT(1X, 12, 2X, F7.1, 2X, 13, 2X, F10.2, 2X,



































































































C CCMPCNENT FLCWS ARE SUMMEE IN A TEPP
PFLCVC=FREE(NCVC)
































C FATERIAL DISTRIBUTICN IS NCW CCPPLE
C FIRSTSET PRESSURE CLT EQUAL TC LCWER C
CRARY BEAD.
0) I























































C CALCULATE TEMFERATURE TC MATCH ENTALPY...




C ASSUME CCMPLETE VAPCRISATICN
CALL RSTR(FVAPC,'VF ,l.C)










































ITER ITER + 1
ITEST 1
IF(ITER .GT. MAXIT) GO TO 3
IF(ITER .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 1
IF(ITER .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 2
F2 = F
H = -F2 * (X2-X1)/(F2-F1)
Xl = X2
Fl = F2
X2 = X2 + H
X = X2
IF( ABS(H) .LE. ERR ) ITEST = 2
RETURN





















































C ...SLURRY HEATER SIMULATICN RCUTINE...
C ...TC RETURN C = HEAT RECUIREPENT FCR SPECIFIEC INLET &
C CUTLET TEMPERATURES OF A CCAL SLURRY. THIS OPERATES ON
C STREAMS CF HYGAS STREAM CLASS 3.
C
C ... VARIABLES...
C NSL = INLET STREAM BEAD PCINTER
C NS2 = CUTLET STREAM BEAC PCINTER
C NR = UNIT CCPPUTATICN BEAU PCINTER
C NU = UNIT BEAC PCINTER
C Q=ENTHALPY ACDITICN RATE, ETU/HR
C
C ... GET CATA FRCP PLEX.
C
C FROM UNIT BEAC...
NU = IVAL(NP,'UNIT')
NS1 = IVAL(NU,OPSI ')
NS2 = IVAL(NU,'PSC ')














































































C SUBROUTINE SPLIT IS A STREAM SPLIT ROUTINE, FOR SEPARATING
C ONE INLET STREAM INTO ANY SPECIFIED NUMBER OF OUTLET STREAMS.
NU = IVAL(NR,'UNIT')
C PUT THE TYPE VAPOR/LIQUID IN A BEAD
NVL=CHAR4 (ITYPF, 3)
C POINTERS TO INLETOUTLET STREAMS, DISTRIBUTION FRAC. LIST,
C AND NUMBER OF OUTLET STREAMS
PSI = IVAL(NU,'PSI ')
NOUT = IVAL(NU,'NOUT')
POUT = IVAL(NU,'POUTI)
PFRAC = IVAL(NU,'PF ')
C INLET STREAM PARAMETERS
3 PMFRI=IVAL (PSI,' MOFR')
PSCI = IVAL(PSI,'CLAS')
NCOMP = IVAL(PSCI,'NC ')
C INLET STREAM PROPERTIES
6 TEMP=RVAL(PSI,'TEMP')
PRES = RVAL(PSI,'PRES1 )
ENTHI = RVAL(PSI,'ENTH')
TFLOI = RVAL(PSI,'TFLO')
C CHECK IF THIS STREAM HAS A VAPOR FRACTION PARAMETER
C GET THE TYPE OF INLET STREAM
TYPE=IVAL (PSI, 'TYPE')
C COMPARE THE TYPE
VFFLAG=COMP (NVL,TYPE)
IF (VFFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 7









































C SET OUTLET VALUES...
DO 100 J=1,NOUT




C CHECK THAT STREAM CLASS OF INLET & OUTLET MATCH
IF(PSCJ .NE. PSCI) GO TO 99
C PRINT ERROR MESSAGE AT STATEMENT 99
FRACJ = RVAL(PFRACJ)
FRAC=FRAC+FRACJ




CALL RSTR (PSJ,'TFLO' ,TFLOI*FRACJ)
IF (VFFLAG.EQ.0) CALL RSTR(PSJ,'VF ',VF)









C ERROR MESSAGE PRINTS OUT UNIT BEAD...
99 WRITE(6,1000)










































C RC1JTINE IC FERFCR' S1?FULATICN CN THE STEAM CXYGEN RFACTCR
C
INTECER VAPi ,VAP2 ,SCLLSCL2,CCA~IPRlPR2,PR3,VAPIE
C



































STE IVCC 1 -
STEP'C016
STE?'CC17







































)) *TFLCS52-R 1* SCCB* 12 .0
C . *0
C ...CCMPLTE RATE FCR REACTICA 2 AND ACJLST FLCWRATES ACCCRCINGLY
C 0.
XC=RVAL(NU,'XC ')





























































































IF (ABS(HCIF).LT.TCLH) GC TC ICC
ITER=ITER+1
IF (ITER.GT.MAXI) GC TC 99





C ...NC CCNVERGENCE,PRINT MESSAGE ANC CCNTINUE WITH SIPULATICN
99 WRITE (6,1Cl)






































C FUNCTICN TC CALCULATE THE TEPERATURE CF A VAPCR ANC COAL
C MIXTURE GIVEN THE ENTHALPY(IN ETU/FR)
C FIRST THE PARAMETERS ARE CCNVERTED TC THE PRCPER UNITS
C CAL/HR FCR ENTI-ALPY
C GM/HR FCR SCLIC FLCW RATE





















15 FCRMAT(5X,'NUPBER CF SPECIFIEC ITERATICNS EXCEECED (',


































C FUNCTION TO CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE OF A COAL SLURRY
C STRFAM (SCLASS 3 ) GIVEN THE ENTHALPY FLOW RATE (BTU/HR)
C FIRST THE PARAMETERS ARE CONVERTED TO THE PROPER UNITS
C CAL/HR FOR ENTHALPY
C GM/HR FOR SOLID FLOWRATE




C GET AN INITIAL TEMPERATUER
T=298.














C THE NUMBER OF SPECIFIED ITERATIONS HAS BEEN EXCEEDED




15 FORMAT (5X,' NUMBER OF SPECIFIE2D ITERATIONS (',13,') EXCEEDED',








































...FUNCTICN TC RETURN GAS PIXTLPE TEMPERATURE AS FUNCTICN CF
GIVEN ENTHALPY VALUE
... CALLS PFS RCUTINES THGM, HGP, CPCPd
...TGL IS THE ALLCWABLE VARIATICN IN THE TEMPERATLRE CALCULATEC
ITER IS AN CUTPUT ARGUPENT, LIMITEC TC THE INTERNAL MAXIT.















= HNEW - FC
= Cv/CP
= T - CT
IF(AES(CT) - TCL) 3,3,2
2 CCNTINUE

















































10 FCRPAT(' TI-A FAS REACHED ITS ITERATICN LIMIT, BUT HAS '/,
*' RETURNED kITH THE LAST TEPPERATURE CALCULATED.',/,


























... TC PRINT THE TITLE CF A SIYULATICN RLN.
...THE TITLE IS FOUNC AS A STRING IN PCSITICN 1 CF A BEAD
WHOSE NAPE IS "TITLE"; THE CHARACTER STRING MAY BE ANY
LENGTH ACCEPTABLE TC PDOS, ELT... CNLY THE FIRST 68
SPACES WILL BE PRINTEC...












DATA TC BE PRINTEC AS TITLE **
ITLE 1 *
II SIMULATICN RUN" *
_---------_-----------------------------
INTEGER TITLE(2C), BEAC, STRING, BLANK
REAL DATE(5)
DATA BLANK/' 'I/
...GET THE CATE AND TIME CF DAY (CALY THE CATE WILL BE PRINTED)
CALL WHEN(CATE)
C




CALL CRTR4(STRINC, TITLE, L )
C
C ...BLANK THE REMAINING WCRCS CF "TITL
DC 10 1 = L, 17
10 TITLE(I) = ELANK
C






IX, 17A4, 3X, 2A4)
N THE FIRST L WCRCS CF







































TI T L CC 3 5
73-8C.






SUBRCUTINE IPRINT (NW, STRN'S)
PRINTS TAELLAR SUMPARY CF STREAMS WFCSE PCINTERS ARE FCUND IN












STRPS, STREAM, PAGES, RCW, SNA
VLCCMP(12), SCCMP(12), SL(3),
CHAR4, CCMP



















I,0 ,'ICC2 It,'CH4 ','C2F6','H2 It,'H2C 0,'IN2
','NH3 ','t-2S ','TCL ','+SUM'/
','1Cp I, I ,'II N ,110 Ills It
SIFC S,'vp Sec etSSP ',e+SUFI/
TRUE./, SRCk(12)/.TRLE./
'/, TYPET/ITYPE'/,CLAST/'CLAS'/






...TC CHANGE T-E NUPBER CF CCPPCNENTS CONSICEREC, CHANCE THE
DIMENSION £ DATA STMTS ABCVE, PLUS KVL E KS BELCW...
.. BE SURE TC PUT THE NAME +SUM' IN THE LAST PCSITICN
IN VLCCPP AND SCCPP.
...KVL AND KS ARE THE NUMBERS CF PCTENTIAL VAPCR/LIQUIC AND SOLIC
COMPCNEATS (PLUS I EACH FCR THE TCTALS.)
KVL = 12
KS = 12
KVLP1 = KVL - 1
KSVI = KS - I













































6. - - - I - - - - ' -' - - 7 -
tQ
U,






...COUNTING THE STREAMS, ETC.
...*STRMS* IS PCINTER TO A LIST CF PCINTERS TC ALL THE
STREAPS TC FE PRINTED BY THIS RCLTINE,
C ...TOTAL NULBER CF STREAMS TC PRINT...
NTCTAL = LNCTF(STRMS)
C ...TOTAL 'PAGES' CF 5 CR LESS STREAMS EACH...
PAGES = NTCTAL/5
C ... *LAST* IS THE NUMBER CF STREAMS IN AN INCCPLETE LAST 'PACE'
C IF THE FINAL PAGE IS FULL, THEN LAST=0.
LAST = NTCTAL - PAGES * 5




DC 5CC IPACE = 1, PACES
C
C ...INITIALIZE FCR TIIS 'PAGE'...
DC 20 J = 1, 5
DO 10 1 = 1, KVL
10 VLTABL(IJ) 0.C
DC 20 1 1, KS
20 STABL(I,J) = C-0






DO 40 1 = 1, KVLP1l
40 VLRCW(I) = .FALSE.
DC 50 I = 1, 1SP1I
5C SRC%(I) = .FALSE.







































IF (IPAGE .EC. PACES .ANC. LAST .NE. C) NSTRMS = LAST
C
C
C ...FILL IN t CCLUMN CF BUFFERS FCR EACH STREAM...
C
DC 3C0 NS = 1, NSTRPS
C ...NS IS THE 'CCLUFN NUMBER', RANGING FRCM I TC 5.
C ... PCINTER TC THE CURRENT STREAP IS *STREAF*
K = 5*(IPAGE-1) + NS
STREAM = IVAL(STPPS, K)
NS2M1 = NS 4 NS - 1
NS2 =NS + NS
C ...***NAME CF STREAM. TAKE 8 ChARACTERS ONLY.
NPNAME = IVAL(STREAP,'NAMEO)
SNAME(NS2P1) = IVALfNPNAME,1)
IF (LNGTH(NFNAME) .GE. 2) SNAVE(NS2) = IVAL(NPNAME,2)
C
C ...***TYPE CF STREAM. TAKE 8 CfARACTERS CNLY.
NTYPE = IVAL(STREAM,'TYPEI)
TYPE(NS2M1) = IVAL(NTYPE,1)
IF(LNGTH(NTYPE) .GE.2) TYPE(NS2) = IVAL(NTYPE,2)
C






TINS) = RVAL(STREAM,'TEMP') - 460.


















































C ... SET PARAPETERS FCR TYPE
C *VL* AND *S* ARE TRLE.
C CTHERWISE VL = T AND S =
VL = .TRUE.
S = .FALSE.
MATCH1 = CCPP(NTYPE, NSL)
IF (MATCH1 .NE. C) CC TO 80
C .. SCLID/LILIE STREAM...
S = .TRUE.
GO TC 9C
80 MATCH2 = CCPP(NTNPE, NSOL)
IF (MATCH2 .NE. C) GC TC 9C





























CC 150 RCW = 1, KVLP1





































































IF(JPCS .EC. C) CC TC 15C
...JPCS=0 NEANS CCPCNENT IS NCT IN TFIS STREAN...
...SC AN ENTRY WAS FCLND
VLRC(RCW) = .TRLE.




IF (.NCT. 5) GC TC 3C0




























DC 250 ROW = 1, KS
JPCS = NPCSI(MFRS, SCCMP(RC))
IF(JPCS .EC. C) CC TC 25C
SRCW(RCW) = .TRUE.










NS2 = 2 *
IS CCNE...
















































































IF( .NCT. VLPAGE) GC TC 35C
WRITE(NW,1C50)
DO 340 ROW = 1, KVL
IF(VLRCW(RCW)) WRITE(AW,1C2C) VLCCMP(RCW),
* (VLTAPL(RCWNS), NS= 1, NSTRPS)
340 CCNTINUE
350 IF (.NCT.SPAGE) CC TC 360
WRITE(NW,1C60)
00 360 ROW = 1, KS
















IX,AA, TIE, 5(A4, 1OX))
lX,A4, Tlf, 5(G12.6, 2X))
LX, 2A4, T18, 5(G12.6,2X))
lX, 'LB-PCL/1-R', /I, ' V/L CCPPCNENTS')















































TO SOLVE N NONLINEAR ECUAT








ABSCLUTE ERRCR CR THE
ABS. ERRCR ME ABS(F(X(
REL. ERRCR IS AESI (F(
, TCL , CIIN , QAX, ITEST, ITER, WAXIT)
ICNS CF T-E FCRIM X(N+1) = F(X(N))
PETHCC. 7/10/77 GW
FCR EACH ECLATICN IS THAT EITI-ER
RELATIVE ERPCR MUST BE <= TOL.
I))-X(I));
X(I))-X(I)) / FX(I))
E CALLING SECUENCE IS...
EXAMPLE FCR TWC EQLATICNS ...
DIMENSION Ff2),X(2),F1(2),X1(2),((2)
X(1) = (INITIAL VALUE)
X(2) = (INITIAL VALUE)
N = 2
TCL = (DESIRED VALUE; C.CCCC1 IS SLGGESTED)
QPIN = (PINIPUP C; -5.0 IS SUGGESTED)
QMAX = (PAXIPUP C; C.C IS SUGGESTED)
ITEST = C (FCR INITIALIZATICN)
MAXIT = (LIPIT CF ITERATICNS)
1C CALL WEG(F,X,Fi,X1,Q,N,TCL,CNIA,CMAXITEST,ITERMAXIT)
GC TC (1, 2, 3), ITEST
1 F) = (FUNCTICN CF X)
F(2) = (FUNCTICN CF X)
GC TC 10
2 (SUCCESSFUL CCNVERGENCE)





















































































10 DC 15 1=1,N
X1(I) = X(I)
Fi(i) = F(I)














25 RDEV = ADEV / F(I)
SMALL = APINi( AES
26 IF (SPALL .CT. TCL













DFI = FI - F1t)




) GC TC 40

















































.EQ. 0.0 .CR. CFI .EQ. C.0 ) CC TO 45
OFT / CXI
= ABS(SLOFE)








45 QI = .CC
46 X1(I) = XI
Fl(I) = Fl
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SUBROUTINE XTCF(PCFRTFLC)
RCLTINE TC CCNVERT MCLE FRACTICNS IC FCLAR FLCWRATES
L=LNGTH(PCFR)
DC IC J=1,L
F=RVAL(MCFR,J)*TFLC
CALL RSTR(NCFRJ,F)
1C CONTINUE
RETURN
ENE
XTCFCCCI
XTCFCCC2
XTCFCCC3
XTCFCCC4
XTCFCCC5
XTCFCCC6
XTCFCCC7
XTCFCCCE
XTCFCCC9
XTCFCCIC
C
C
N)3
Ul
